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Abstract 

Alpine grassland ecosystems on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP) are critical for 

global change research and livelihoods of a large part of the world’s population who 

are depending on fresh water coming from the QTP. The harsh environmental 

conditions on the QTP characterize plant traits reflecting plant adaptation strategies 

and determining ecosystem functioning. The ecosystem function on the QTP has been 

influenced by climate change and human activities, showing ecosystem degradation 

of bare-soil patch development and changes in community composition. Remote 

Sensing (RS) offers the ability to address challenges of alpine grassland research on 

understanding ecosystem functioning, human influences and ecosystem degradation. 

This thesis demonstrates the use of remote sensing to firstly, retrieve plant traits at the 

canopy level for understanding plant adaptation strategies; secondly, to evaluate the 

human influence on ecosystems and finally, to monitor ecosystem development and 

degradation.  

The thesis maps three plant traits including canopy Chlorophyll content (CHL), Plant 

Dry Matter Content (PDMC) and Specific Plant Area (SPA) at the spatial resolutions 

of 10 m, 30 m and 500 m on the QTP. The remotely sensed traits (SPA and PDMC) 

are correlated with literature-derived leaf traits of CWMs of SLA and LDMC despite 

vastly different measurement methods. Alpine meadow plants reveal a wider range 

and higher averages of CHL and SPA but lower PDMC in comparison to alpine 

steppe plants. The trait differences among vegetation types indicate faster growth of 

alpine meadow but higher resilience to harsh conditions of alpine steppe, showing 

differences in adaptation strategies to environmental conditions. 

The thesis further provides a framework for estimating human influence on 

ecosystems at two spatial scales though mapping the spatial patterns of biomass 

reduction and gain relating to human activities. At the regional scale of 10 km, we 

map the potential biomass only driven by environmental variables and actual biomass 

estimated from satellite data. We assume that human activities contribute to biomass 

gain if actual biomass is higher than the potential one, indicating positive human 

influence, and vice versa. We found that higher livestock density contribute to 

biomass gain at the 10 km scale. However, at the local scale of 500 m within a radius 

of 8 km distance to settlements, we find biomass decreased closer to settlements in the 
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regions with higher livestock density, but increased in areas with lower livestock 

density. These results suggest complex relationships between livestock grazing and 

biomass, varying between spatial scales and regions. Grazing may boost biomass 

production across the whole QTP at the 10 km scale; however, overgrazing may 

reduce biomass near settlements at the 500 m scale. 

The thesis further monitors grassland development and degradation stages. 

Specifically, we develop indicators that are temporal changes in grassland cover and 

spatial heterogeneity for monitoring grassland development and degradation. We find 

that grassland cover shows declining trends in the literature-defined degraded areas 

but increasing trends in the desert areas from 2000–2016. However, spatial 

heterogeneity generally has increased in 2000-2016. We map the new degradation 

categories in 2016, including degradation, desertification, and improving categories 

using differences in the trends of grassland cover and spatial heterogeneity. Most 

study areas (63%) are classified as degraded and 2% of areas are at risk of 

desertification. Areas (35%) identified as improving and re-growing occur in steppe-

dominated areas, at higher-elevation, or in previously severely degraded grasslands. 

The thesis discusses the advantages and limitations of using remote sensing for 

mapping plant traits, human influence and ecosystem degradation. The proposed 

future research directions include retrieval of plant traits at different scales, 

monitoring dynamics of human influence on ecosystem and studying drivers for 

ecosystem degradation on the QTP.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Die alpinen Graslandökosysteme auf dem Qinghai-Tibet Plateau (QTP) spielen eine 

wesentliche Rolle für Studien zum globalen Wandel und für die Lebensgrundlage 

eines grossen Teils der Weltbevölkerung, die von der vom Frischwasser aus dem QTP 

abhängt. Die rauen Umgebungsbedingungen auf dem QTP charakterisieren 

pflanzliche Merkmale, die wiederum Anpassungsstrategien widerspiegeln und die 

Funktionsweisen des Ökosystems mitbestimmen. Die Ökosysteme auf dem QTP 

verändern sich im Zuge des Klimawandels. Wichtige Funktionen des Ökosystems 

werden durch die globale Erwärmung beeinflusst und durch menschliche 

Einwirkungen beeinträchtigt. Diese Entwicklung zieht Prozesse der 

Bodendegradation nach sich und verändert die Zusammensetzung der 

Pflanzengemeinschaft. Fernerkundungsmethoden bieten die Möglichkeit die 

Funktionsweise eines Ökosystems zu charakterisieren, indem sie pflanzliche 

Merkmale auf der räumlichen Skala eines Pixels bewertet. Darüber hinaus ermöglicht 

die Fernerkundung den menschlichen Einfluss auf Ökosysteme zu bewerten und 

deren grossräumigen Veränderungen zu überwachen. 

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden die folgenden drei pflanzlichen Merkmale mit einer 

räumlichen Auflösung von 10 m, 30 m und 500 m im QTP bestimmt: 

Chlorophyllgehalt, pflanzlicher Trockengehalt (PDMC), und die spezifische 

Pflanzenfläche (SPA). Wir fanden heraus, dass die fernerkundlich bestimmten 

Pflanzenmerkmale SPA und PDMC mit Literaturwerten von Blattmerkmalen für die 

spezifische Blattfläche (SLA) und dem Trockengehalt der Blätter (LDMC) 

korrelieren. Diese Korrelation bezieht sich jeweils auf das gewichtete Mittel einer 

Pflanzengemeinschaft (CWMs) und besteht trotz grundlegend verschiedener 

Messmethoden. Die Unterschiede zwischen Pflanzeneigenschaften weisen darauf hin, 

dass alpine Wiesen schneller wachsen während alpine Steppen widerstandsfähiger 

gegen schwierige Verhältnisse sind. Dies zeigt die unterschiedlichen 

Anpassungsstrategien der Pflanzen zur Umwelt.  Darüber hinaus bietet diese 

Doktorarbeit einen Rahmen für die Kartierung des menschlichen Einflusses auf 

Ökosysteme. Diese Analyse wurde auf zwei unterschiedlichen räumlichen Skalen 

durchgeführt und untersucht räumliche Muster der zeitlichen Zu- bzw. Abnahme von 

Biomasse im Zusammenhang mit menschlichen Aktivitäten. Auf der regionalen Skala 

von 10 km kartieren wir die potenzielle Biomasse, welche nur durch Umweltvariablen 
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beeinflusst wird, sowie die tatsächliche Biomasse, die wir von Satellitendaten 

ableiten. Wir nehmen an, dass menschliche Aktivitäten zur Zunahme der Biomasse 

beitragen, wenn die potenzielle Biomasse niedriger als die Tatsächliche ist, und 

umgekehrt falls das Gegenteil der Fall ist. Wir fanden heraus, dass Gebiete mit 

höherer Viehdichte eine Zunahme von Biomasse aufweisen, während Gebiete mit 

niedrigerer Viehdichte eine Abnahme aufweisen. Auf der lokalen Skala von 500 m, 

im 8-km Umkreis von Siedlungen, stellten wir fest, dass die Biomasse näher an den 

Siedlungen in den Regionen mit höherer Viehdichte zurückging und die Biomasse 

näher an den Siedlungen in Regionen mit niedrigerer Viehdichte anstieg. Diese 

Resultate deuten darauf hin, dass weidendes Vieh die Biomassenproduktion über das 

ganze QTP auf der 10 km Skala fördert, jedoch in Siedlungsnähe auf der 500 m Skala 

Überweidung und somit ein Rückgang der Biomasse beobachtet werden kann. Dies 

deutet auf komplexe Zusammenhänge zwischen Viehzucht und Biomasse hin, die 

zwischen räumlichen Skalen und Regionen variieren. 

Im Rahmen dieser Doktorarbeit haben wir ebenfalls Entwicklungs- und 

Degradationsstadien des Grasland-Ökosystems untersucht. Im Einzelnen haben wir 

Indikatoren entwickelt, die die zeitliche Veränderungen in der Grasbedeckung und 

ihre räumliche Heterogenität abbilden, um die Degradation von Grasflächen zu 

überwachen. Dabei haben wir festgestellt, dass für die Zeitspanne 2000-2016 die 

Grasbedeckung einen rückläufigen Trend in den von der Literatur definierten vormals 

degradierten Gebieten zeigte, aber ein zunehmender Trend in vormaligen 

Wüstengebieten besteht. Allerdings hat die räumliche Heterogenität zwischen den 

Jahren 2000-2016 in weiten Teilen zugenommen. Für das Jahr 2016 haben wir neue 

Degradationsklassen definiert, die Kategorien zur Degradation, Desertifikation und 

Verbesserung der Grasflächen beinhalten. Diese Einteilung beruht auf Unterschieden 

in den zeitlichen Trends zur Grasbedeckung und ihrer räumlichen Heterogenität. Die 

meisten Untersuchungsgebiete (63%) wurden als degradiert eingestuft und 2% der 

Gesamtfläche waren von der Gefahr zu desertifizieren betroffen. Die als verbessert 

und wieder wachsend eingestuften Flächen (35%) traten vornehmlich in 

Steppengebieten, höher gelegenen oder zuvor stark degradierten Graslandschaften 

auf. 

In dieser Arbeit wurden die Vorteile und Grenzen der fernerkundlichen Bestimmung 

von pflanzlichen Merkmalen, des menschlichen Einflusses auf die Ökosysteme und 
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des Degradation diskutiert. Mögliche zukünftige Forschungsrichtungen beinhalten die 

Bestimmung von pflanzlichen Merkmalen auf verschiedenen Skalen, die 

Beobachtung der Dynamik des menschlichen Einflusses auf das Grasland-Ökosystem, 

sowie die Untersuchung der Einflussfaktoren für die Degradation des Ökosystems auf 

dem QTP.  
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1.1 Alpine ecosystems are critical for global change research 

1.1.1 Characteristics of alpine climate and ecosystems 

Alpine ecosystems refer to high-altitude ecosystems above the tree line from all parts 

of the world (Körner, 1995), which cover about 3% (4.5 million km2) of the world’s 

land area (Körner, 2003). Alpine ecosystems are characteristic of extremes in climate 

and physical environment, such as low temperature, high solar radiation, nutrient-poor 

soil, and slow microbial processes (Körner, 2003). 

The Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP) is the highest and largest alpine grassland 

ecosystem in the world, covering around 2.5 million km² with an average elevation of 

more than 4000 m a.s.l. Climate conditions on the QTP are characteristic of wet 

summers and cold and dry winters, driven by the South Asian and East Asian 

monsoons and Westerlies (Miller, 2005). Many major rivers originate on the QTP, 

including the Yellow, Yangtze, Mekong, Salween, Indus, Sutlej, Ganges and 

Brahmaputra (Miller, 2005). 

Alpine meadow (c. 45%) and alpine steppe (c. 29%) are the main vegetation types on 

the QTP (Miller, 2005). Alpine meadow is mainly found on the eastern part of the 

QTP, and alpine steppe lies on the central and western part of the QTP (Miller, 2005). 

The transitional ecotone, alpine steppe-meadows (c. 4.28%), typically comprises of a 

mixture of plant species from the above two habitats (Miehe et al., 2013). The other 

vegetation types, alpine desert steppe (c. 6%) and temperate desert (c. 1.59%) are 

located on the northwestern and northeastern QTP respectively (Miller, 2005). The 

temperate mountain meadow (4.6%) is mainly situated on the southeastern part of the 

QTP (Miller, 2005). Figure 1.1 shows photos of main grassland types on the QTP. 
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Figure 1.1 Example photos of main grassland types on the QTP. a) and b) Alpine meadow on the northeastern of 

QTP (2015.07). c) Alpine steppe on the eastern Tibet, Bange county (2016.08) d): Temperate desert on the 

Qaidam Basin, northeastern part of the QTP (2015.08) 

1.1.2 Plant traits to understand plant adaptation strategies    

Alpine plants develop adaption strategies of coping with harsh environments of 

extreme temperatures, drought, and excessive radiation (Körner, 2003). The adaption 

strategies can be revealed by specific plant morphological, physiological and 

biochemical features, which are termed as “plant traits” (Pérez-Harguindeguy et al., 

2013). For example, alpine dwarfism shows morphological adaptation to the cold and 

windy environment (Körner, 2003). The study of the plant traits can help to 

understand how plant lives in such climatic extremes (Harrison et al., 2010); how 

plant traits respond to various environmental pressures (e.g. changes in climate and 

land use) and therefore affect on the ecosystem processes (e.g. biogeochemical cycles) 

(Díaz et al., 2004; Lavorel and Garnier, 2002) and ecosystem functioning (Orwin et 

al., 2010; Wright et al., 2004).  

a								b	

c								d	
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The QTP is an ideal place for large-scale ecological studies (He et al., 2006a) because 

of the unique high-altitude environment. Plant morphological and biophysical traits 

have been studied on the QTP for a better understanding of plant adaptation strategies 

and ecosystem functioning. The alpine plants on the QTP are characteristic of higher 

leaf nitrogen concentrations and photosynthetic capacities in comparison to a global 

dataset (He et al., 2006a). These characteristics can possibly balance the low 

efficiency of physiological processes at low temperatures (Reich and Oleksyn, 2004). 

The high Specific Leaf Area on the QTP allows rapid C assimilation during the short 

growing season, and the low Specific Roots Length with high physical robustness can 

withstand soil freezing (Geng et al., 2014). Alpine plants on the QTP can compensate 

carbon gain under low temperature by stabilizing biomass investment to 

photosynthetic structures and increasing the surface area of fine roots (Ma et al., 

2010). 

Plant traits in response to climate change (i.e. warming) and land use change (i.e. 

grazing, fertilization) have also been studied on the QTP based on field experiments. 

The study found that simulated warming delays the reproductive phenology on the 

QTP (Dorji et al., 2013). Fertilization increases the extent of traits differences 

between organisms, i.e. functional diversity, but decreases species diversity on the 

QTP (Niu et al., 2014). However, these field studies were focused on small areas and 

therefore provided limited insights on understanding how plant traits respond to 

climate change and human activities. However, estimating plant traits over the 

complete QTP remains challenging due to the vast extent and limited accessibility of 

the area but is critical for global change research.  

1.1.3 Alpine ecosystems are sensitive to climate change  

Climate change has been more pronounced in alpine ecosystems and therefore the 

ecosystems are considered particularly vulnerable (Theurillat and Guisan, 2001). The 

QTP has experienced a global and significant warming with an increase rate of 

0.3 °C/10 yr-1 (Duan et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010; Piao et al., 2010) which is 

approximately three times of the global warming rate (Piao et al., 2010; Yao et al., 

2012b). The warming was found stronger at higher elevations (Liu and Chen, 2000), 

at nighttime and in winter and autumn (Li et al., 2010). The precipitation showed a 

slight increasing trend with high temporal-spatial variations across the whole QTP 

(Kang et al., 2010; Li et al., 2010). Specifically, the precipitation showed increasing 
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trends on the central-eastern and southeastern part of the QTP during the winter and 

spring, but non-significant decreasing trends found in the summer and autumn (Li et 

al., 2010; Xu et al., 2008).  

Warming has caused glacier melting (Yao et al., 2012a, 2007) and permafrost 

degradation (Yang et al., 2010). Melting glaciers contribute to runoff in the short term, 

but cause flooding (H. Chen et al., 2013) and affect water supplies of billions of 

people in the long-term (Cyranoski, 2005). Permafrost degradation has impacts on 

ecology, hydrology and engineering (Wu et al., 2015), and results in soil moisture and 

nutrient reduction, leading to vegetation degradation and desertification (Jin et al., 

2000; Wang et al., 2006). Furthermore, permafrost degradation caused a huge amount 

of carbon entering the atmosphere, exacerbating global warming, as permafrost stores 

one-third of the world’s soil carbon (Qiu, 2008).  

Ecosystems have been also changed on the QTP, as evidenced by vegetation cover 

reduction, changes in plant composition and soil properties. All these changes were 

served as facts and indicators of ecosystem degradation (Gao and Li, 2016; Harris, 

2010). The ecosystem degradation is evident over a range of scales across the QTP 

(X.-L. Li et al., 2013). Plant cover has reduced and bare-soil patches have developed 

on the QTP by showing increasing vegetation polygonal crack and vegetation 

fragmentation at a fine scale (Miehe et al., 2019) and soil patch development at a 

landscape scale. Furthermore, the degraded grasslands showed changes in community 

composition with the invasion of exotic and toxic species (Gao and Li, 2016) (Figure 

1.2). These degraded grasslands are particularly vulnerable to wind and water erosion 

(X. Li et al., 2018a). Geographically, south Qinghai, north Tibet, and the Qaidam 

Basin have been identified as the most extensive and severely degraded regions (X. L. 

Li et al., 2013). In south Qinghai, degradation became more prominent from the mid-

1990s onwards (Liu et al., 2008). In north Tibet, degraded grasslands showed plant 

cover reduction, especially along the railway and highway (X. L. Li et al., 2013). In 

Qaidam Basin, grassland degradation took the forms of salinization and alkalization 

and even desertification (X. L. Li et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2003).  

However, ecosystem restoration and recovery have been also observed on the QTP at 

various scales (Peng et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). At the large scale, satellite-

measured vegetation greenness, as a proxy of vegetation photosynthesis rate and 

vegetation cover, has increased in past decades (Shen et al., 2015). The field 

experiment suggested that warming increased primary productivity of in the alpine 
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meadow, but reduced growth on the alpine steppe (Ganjurjav et al., 2016). Even 

though ecosystem degradation on the QTP has been widely recognized and discussed, 

the degraded ecosystems caused the loss of ecosystem services and ecosystem 

functioning (Körner, 2003), and threatened the water supply for the large human 

population downstream (Viviroli et al., 2006). 

 
Figure 1.2. Example photos of degraded grasslands. a) Reduced pasture quality with invasive species that are not 

favored by domestic livestock (Qumalai County, July 2015). b) Degraded grassland with reduced vegetation cover 

(August 2016, Naqu county). 

1.1.4 The impact of human activities on ecosystem change 

Land use changes are another relevant part for understanding ecosystem changes. The 

land use changes involve increasing human activities, such as increasing livestock 

grazing, tourism, traffic routes development, and hydro-electric constructions (Körner, 

2003). Livestock trampling, overgrazing and soil destruction can have dramatic 

consequences for life conditions down-slope (Körner, 2003). On the QTP, diverse 

human activities have a complex impact on the grassland ecosystems. Human-induced 

moderate grazing could support the maintenance and recovery of alpine meadows (X. 

Li et al., 2018b; Miehe et al., 2019). However, overgrazing is considered an important 

factor during the early stages of degradation (Gao and Li, 2016), which result in a 

reduction of palatable grasses and an increase in forbs and poisonous plants (X. Li et 

al., 2018b). Overgrazing loosens the underlying soil and worsens wind erosion, 

leading to the increasing of bare-soil patches (Gao and Li, 2016). Management 

policies of sedentarization and limiting livestock density have been taken to restore 

degraded grasslands on the QTP (Dong et al., 2013; Nyima, 2015). The impacts of the 

corresponding projects on social, economic and ecological aspects of grassland 

ecosystems are still uncertain (Gongbuzeren et al., 2015). Some restoration projects 

a							b																
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have shown positive outcomes, as suggested by increasing vegetation activity after 

launching the projects (Cai et al., 2015). However, complete recovery of degraded 

pastures (e.g. soil fertility, ecosystem stability) is unfeasible because of the slow 

vegetation restoration rate, and the continuously increasing climate change and human 

pressure on the QTP (Liu et al., 2018), for example, natural attractions and cultural 

landscape have attracted growing tourists on the QTP in the last decades (L. en Wang 

et al., 2017; Li and Chi, 2014). The influence of human activities on ecosystems is 

integrated with climatic variables. Disentangling the drivers of ecosystem changes is 

challenging, however, important for appropriate ecosystem management practices 

(Harris, 2010; X. Li et al., 2018b; Miehe et al., 2019).  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Example photos of human activities on the QTP. a) Livestock tramping causes vegetation-cover 

reduction (Zekog, July 2015). b) Ecosystem restoration project has been developed for recovering degraded 

grasslands along roads (Madoi county, July 2016). c) Road density has been increased on the northeastern QTP 

(Haibei, July 2015). d) Increasing tourism activities (Yushu County, August 2016). 

 

 

 

a							b																

c							d															
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1.2 Addressing grassland ecosystems challenges using remote 

sensing 
Remote sensing provides a means of estimation vegetation biophysical variables and 

plant traits at the large-scale. It enables the quantification of human influences on the 

grassland ecosystems at varying spatial scales. It further allows for the monitoring of 

ecosystem changes through regular and long-term satellite observations.  

1.2.1 Remote sensing of plant traits and vegetation biophysical variables 

Remote sensing offers potentials of estimating plant properties at leaf-, plant- and 

canopy-level (Ollinger, 2011). At the leaf and plant level, plant physiological, 

biochemical and structural traits influence spectral properties through leaf absorption 

properties (Ustin, 2013), and scattering and reflectance (Ollinger, 2011). At the 

canopy level, leaf spectral properties, canopy structure, and soil background all have 

an impact on spectral properties (Ollinger, 2011). The distinct optical properties of 

vegetation in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) regions can be observed at leaf, plant 

and canopy level (Tucker, 1979). Measurement of the reflectance at visible and 

infrared wavelengths can characterize grassland plant traits and vegetation 

biophysical properties (Verrelst et al., 2015).  

The quantitative estimation of plant traits, such as pigments, dry matter, leaf structure, 

and leaf orientation have been assessed using remote sensing data (Homolová et al., 

2013). These optically effective plant properties can be retrieved from canopy 

reflectance, called ‘optical traits’ (Feilhauer et al., 2017). “Optical traits” have been 

estimated from the canopy reflectance using empirical models (Martin et al., 2008; 

Ollinger, 2011) and  physical canopy reflectance models (A. M. Ali et al., 2016; 

Feilhauer et al., 2017; Jacquemoud et al., 2009; Ollinger, 2011). 

Studies on plant trait estimation using the spectral properties are limited in grassland 

systems (Roelofsen et al., 2014). Specific Leaf Area, Leaf Dry Matter Content, leaf 

Nitrogen, and leaf Phosphorus have been retrieved from the spectra in the grassland 

ecosystem (Homolová et al., 2013; Roelofsen et al., 2014). However, estimating plant 

traits using the remotely-sensed spectra in grassland ecosystems are difficult because 

of the small dimension of herbaceous specimens compared to the spatial resolution of 

satellite image (Verrelst et al., 2009).  

Vegetation biophysical variables of Chlorophyll content (CHL), leaf area index (LAI), 

vegetation cover and aboveground biomass are commonly studied using the remote 
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sensing data. CHL and LAI control biological and physical processes of vegetation 

productivity and carbon cycle (Pu et al., 2003), Dash and Curran, 2004, Clevers and 

Gitelson, 2013). Vegetation cover and biomass are the most widely-investigated 

variables that are not only important for assessing pasture quantity and grassland 

degradation (Wang et al., 2010), but also for understanding environmental change and 

human influence on ecosystems (Lehnert et al., 2015). 

Vegetation Index (VI) has been extensively used to estimate these vegetation bio-

geophysical properties (Glenn et al., 2008; Jia et al., 2016; Verrelst et al., 2015; 

Zhang et al., 2016). Reflectance at the red-edge bands has shown to be highly 

significant to predict CHL (Clevers and Gitelson, 2013; Vincini et al., 2014, Delegido 

et al., 2013, Clevers and Kooistra, 2012; Ramoelo et al., 2012). The red-edge band 

has been successfully applied to retrieve CHL in the grassland (Clevers and Gitelson, 

2013). LAI was mapped in a heterogeneous grassland from canopy spectral 

reflectance measurements using empirical statistical models (Darvishzadeh et al., 

2008) and physical models (Darvishzadeh et al., 2011). The application of linear 

spectral unmixing (Gottlicher et al., 2009) and machine-learning algorithms such as 

support vector machines (SVM) have been used to estimate plant cover (Hostert et al., 

2014; Lehnert et al., 2015). Difficulties of estimating grassland biophysical variables 

include uncertainties of remote sensing data and model parameters (Jia et al., 2016), 

and mismatch between satellite data and ground truth data (I. Ali et al., 2016; C. Li et 

al., 2018).  

1.2.2 Evaluating human influence on grassland ecosystems using remote 

sensing 

Various human activities including urbanization, overgrazing and intensive 

management practices have caused grassland degradation (I. Ali et al., 2016). Remote 

sensing has been used to map, monitor and quantify the diverse human influence on 

grasslands, for example assessing grazing effects, evaluating ecosystem restoration 

projects (Cai et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2013) and monitoring changes in land cover 

(Li et al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2003). The overall human influences on productivity have 

been estimated by modeling the difference between remotely-sensed actual Net 

Primary Productivity (NPP) value and climate-driven potential NPP value (Haberl et 

al., 2007; Xu et al., 2016). Human influences of livestock grazing intensity (I. Ali et 

al., 2016; Feng and Zhao, 2011) have been monitored using remote sensing, showing 
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negative correlation between grazing density and vegetation index (NDVI) 

(Kawamura et al., 2005). The positive grazing exclusion effects have been observed 

using the long-term remote sensing data (J. Li et al., 2013). On the QTP, effects of 

restoration programs (Cai et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2013) have been evaluated using 

the long-term vegetation index dataset (Cai et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2013). Changes 

in land cover have been mapped to reflect the human influence of management 

practices on grasslands both at the local scale (I. Ali et al., 2016) and regional scale 

(Nitze et al., 2015). For example, grassland area had decreased from 1977 to 2004 on 

the northeastern of QTP, probably related to the increasing built-up area and cropland 

area (Li et al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2003). On the eastern QTP, significant changes in 

land use have found at the surroundings of human settlements using the long-term 

satellite data (Yang et al., 2015).  

1.2.3 Monitoring grassland dynamics and degradations using remote sensing 

The spatiotemporal trends of vegetation index derived from the satellite data have 

been widely studied in recent decades on the QTP (Wang, 2016). The vegetation 

index, served as a proxy of vegetation cover, net primary production (NPP) and 

grassland biomass, has been used as an indicator of ecosystem functioning. The 

overall positive trends of these vegetation index have been reported on the QTP 

(Wang, 2016). For example, alpine grasslands on the eastern QTP showed a 

significant positive trend accounted for 45% of the area, while only 4% of area show 

a significant negative trend in 1982-2002 (X. Wang et al., 2016).  

However, grassland degradation has also been observed using remote sensing data. 

Based on grassland cover (Fassnacht et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2008), vegetation index 

(Li et al., 2017), grassland fragmentation (Liu et al., 2008) and changes in grassland 

cover and NPP (Liu et al., 2008; Z. Wang et al., 2016), different levels of grassland 

degradation were identified (Gao and Li, 2017). Study showed that alpine grassland 

degradation is particularly obvious in the Three-River Source Region, showing 

relative low values of plant coverage (<50%), and high proportion of palatable 

herbage (>50%) (Zhou et al., 2005).  
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1.3 Thesis aims and structure 

1.3.1 Key challenges for alpine grassland ecosystem studies 

• Retrieval of plant traits across the QTP using remote sensing 

Remote sensing has been widely used to estimate biophysical variables in the 

grasslands (section 1.21), however the studies on estimation of plant traits in the 

alpine grasslands are limited (section 1.21) and difficult because of the small 

dimension of herbaceous specimens compared to spatial resolution of remote sensed 

images (Verrelst et al., 2009). The vast extent and limited accessibility of the QTP 

bring difficulties of estimating plant traits on the whole Plateau. Remote sensing 

offers a way to estimate the plant traits at the large scale. The estimation of plant traits 

from the remote sensing will help us to better understand the plant adaptation 

strategies and ecosystem functioning. 

• Mapping increased human influences on the alpine grasslands 

Increasing diverse human activities and land-use intensity have exerted a complex 

influence on the alpine grassland ecosystems on the QTP. The human activities have 

happened at different areas and scales by showing privatization of alpine grasslands 

and spatially heterogeneous grazing intensity across the whole QTP (Harris, 2010; Y. 

Wang et al., 2017). Grassland restoration projects and infrastructure development 

have affected grasslands at the local scale (Li et al., 2017). Quantifying and mapping 

human influences on ecosystems both at the whole Plateau scale and local scale are 

important to understand the effects of different human activities.  

• Monitoring grassland degradation and developments in past decades 

Alpine grassland ecosystems have been experienced changes on the QTP by showing 

changes in community composition, soil properties, and vegetation productivity 

observed from the field study (section 1.13) and satellite data (section 1.23). Both 

grassland degradation and vegetation greening trends have been discussed on the 

QTP. However, criteria and indicators for assessing vegetation changes and 

identifying grassland degradation are not clear (Chen and Rao, 2008; Feng et al., 

2005). Vegetation cover is the most common indicator for monitoring degradation (Li 

et al., 2014). However, the low vegetation cover does not indicate degraded 

grasslands because low plant cover is a natural characteristic of the harsh ecosystems 
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on the most parts of the QTP. The degraded grasslands showed grassland cover 

reduction and bare-soil patches development causing the changes in vegetation spatial 

heterogeneity. Therefore, changes in grassland cover and spatial heterogeneity may 

offer a good indication for grassland development.  

1.3.2 Research aims 

Remote sensing has potentials to address the challenges of alpine grassland 

ecosystems on the QTP. Considering the increasing changes in the ecosystems and 

increasing pressures from human activities, this study aims to provide a broad view of 

mapping plant traits for understanding of ecosystem functioning, mapping various 

human influence on the ecosystems and monitoring ecosystem dynamics and 

identifying ecosystem degradation levels on the QTP. Three main goals have been 

defined for this thesis: 

• Retrieval of plant traits across the QTP using remote sensing. 

• Mapping human influences on the alpine grasslands. 

• Monitoring grassland degradation and development stages in past decades. 

1.3.3 Research questions and hypothesis 

Three research questions have been formulated based on the research challenges and 

research aims identified in the previous sections. 

RQ1: Can we estimate plant traits at the canopy level from remote sensing data? 

Are remotely-sensed plant traits comparable to the plant traits measured at the 

community level in the field? 

Hypothesis 1: 

We hypothesize that plant traits estimated from the remote sensing data at the canopy 

level are comparable to the plant traits measured at the community level in the field. 

This is because the leaf-level trait measurements are close to plant-level trait 

measurements for alpine herbaceous plants, given that these plants do not have 

prominent aboveground stems. Therefore, aboveground part of these plants can be 

considered as equivalent to “big-leaf structures” when measuring traits (Pérez-

Harguindeguy et al., 2013). In this case, remotely sensed plant spectral information 

corresponds to plant-level traits aggregated to the community level.  
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RQ2: Can we map the human influence on grassland ecosystems on the QTP? 

What is the impact of livestock grazing on grasslands at different spatial scales? 

Hypothesis 2: 

We hypothesize that at the regional scale of 10-km, spatial patterns of grassland 

biomass that could not be attributed to environmental variables were likely correlated 

to human activities. At the local scale of 500 m, distance to settlements served as a 

proxy of human-influence intensity and changes in biomass along the distance could 

indicate the human influence on the ecosystems.  

RQ3: How did the grassland cover and spatial heterogeneity change between 

2000 and 2016? Which degradation levels can be extracted from changes in 

grassland cover and spatial heterogeneity? 

Hypothesis 3: 

We hypothesize that changes in vegetation cover and in spatial heterogeneity can 

indicate grassland degradation levels. Based in this hypothesis, we studied their 

changes (2000 - 2016) at different degradation groups identified from the literature in 

2004(Liu et al., 2008). We proposed new degradation categories in 2016 based on 

changes in grassland cover and spatial heterogeneity. 

1.3.4 Datasets  

1.3.4.1 Satellite data 

Satellite data of Landsat-8 surface reflectance (Roy et al., 2014) in 2015 and 2016, 

Sentinel-2 Top Of the Atmosphere (TOA) reflectance (Drusch et al., 2012) data from 

2016, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Land Cover Type 

product (MCD12Q1) (Friedl et al., 2010) from 2013 and MODIS LAI product 

(MCD15A3H) (Myneni and Y. K., 2015) in 2015 and 2016 were used to map plant 

traits at the canopy level. All these dataset covered the whole QTP from June to 

September and were masked cloud, snow and cloud shadow in the Google earth 

engine platform (Gorelick et al., 2017).  

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Tucker, 1979) from the 

Landsat-8 surface reflectance in 2015 were used to estimate aboveground grassland 

biomass (Jia et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016). The long-term NDVI data (2000-2016) 

from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) bidirectional 
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reflectance distribution function (BRDF) Adjusted Reflectance (MCD43A4) (Schaaf 

et al., 2002) were used to monitor changes in grassland cover and spatial 

heterogeneity to further identify grassland degradation levels.  

1.3.4.2 Field-measured data 

We conducted field work in 2015 and 2016 to measure plant traits at the canopy level, 

they include (1) plant cover of abundant species in quadrat, (2) SPAD leaf absorbance 

(SPAD-502Plus Chlorophyll Meter, KONICA MINOLTA, INC., Osaka, Japan) of 

abundant species, (3) Plant Area Index (PAI) using Digital Hemispherical 

Photographs (DHPs) and calculated with the CAN-EYE software (Mougin et al., 2014; 

Sea et al., 2011), (4) plot aboveground plant fresh biomass and dry biomass. More 

information on field measurement can be found in section 2.3.1.  

We also derived plant traits value of the QTP from the existing publications (L. Chen 

et al., 2013; He et al., 2006b; Niu et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016). The Literature-

derived plant traits included Community Weighted Means (CWMs) of Specific Leaf 

Area (SLA) and Leaf Dry Matter Content (LDMC). These traits were used to validate 

satellite estimated plant trait at the canopy level. The detailed description on 

integrating the published plant traits with this study is also available on section 2.3.1. 

1.3.4.3 Environmental data 

Climate, soil and topography dataset were used to mapping human influence and 

monitoring grassland degradation. The climatic data include growing season (June–

September) mean air temperature and precipitation in 2015. The dataset were 

extracted from the China Meteorological Forcing Dataset with a spatial resolution of 

0.1° (Chen et al., 2011).  

Soil variables including soil organic matter, available nitrogen and total phosphorus 

were extracted from a 30 × 30 arcsec resolution gridded soil characteristics dataset 

(Shangguan et al., 2013).  

Topographic data of elevation and slope data were based on the NASA Shuttle Radar 

Topographic Mission (SRTM Version 4) (Farr et al., 2007). All these evnironmental 

dataset were used to model the contribution of environmental variables to spatial 

variation in grassland biomass for further mapping biomass related to human 

activities. The topographic data were used to characterize degradation levels along 

elevation and slope gradient. 

River network data extracted from hydrological data (HydroSHEDS: Hydrological 
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data and maps based on SHuttle Elevation Derivatives at multiple Scales) (Lehner et 

al., 2008) were used to mask higher spatial heterogeneity value caused rivers that is 

not related to grassland degradation. 

1.3.4.4 Vegetation data  

The vegetation-type data especially main vegetation types of alpine meadow and 

alpine steppe were from the Chinese vegetation atlas (scale 1:1000 000). This atlas is 

based on the results of nationwide vegetation surveys and complementary data from 

aerial remote sensing devices and satellite images, as well as geological, pedological 

and climatological data (Hou, 2001). The eco-geographical regions (Figure 3.1) of 

QTP were based on the vegetation types and climatic variables (Gao et al., 2009) 

were also included as a further environmental explanatory variable for spatial 

variation in grassland biomass (Section 3.1). Furthermore, a grassland degradation-

level dataset for 2004 (Liu et al., 2008) was used as a reference to classify changes in 

NDVI and spatial heterogeneity into new degradation categories for 2016.  

1.3.4.5 Indicators of human influences  

Livestock density and distance to settlements were used to as indicators of human 

influence. These two indicators were used to study they can explain spatial pattern of 

biomass. Livestock density was assessed in terms of the number of sheep, goats and 

yak per square kilometer reported in the 2015 statistical yearbook from Qinghai, 

Xizang (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2015). The settlement locations of 

cities, towns, hamlets and villages in 2017 were extracted from OpenStreetMap 

(Haklay and Weber, 2008) as spatial points 

(https://download.geofabrik.de/asia/china.html).  

1.3.5 Thesis structure 

Chapter 1 provides a background to the thesis and introduces its goals and research 

questions. In Chapter 2, we map plant traits on the canopy level across the whole QTP 

and explore traits difference among vegetation types. Chapter 3 quantifies the human 

influence on the grassland biomass. Chapter 4 monitors the dynamics of vegetation 

cover and spatial heterogeneity to map grassland degradation and improvement stages. 

Finally, chapter 5 summarizes and synthesizes the major findings of chapters 2-4, and 

provides concluding remarks and an outlook to the thesis.  
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2.1 Abstract 
Mapping plants traits on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau grassland is important for 

understanding ecosystem functions and how plants respond to global change. Detailed 

trait maps for the complete Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau are missing. Here, we addressed 

this issue by combining Sentinel-2 and Landsat multispectral satellite data with field 

measurements to map and compare plant traits of meadow and steppe communities 

across the complete Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. We measured in-situ plant-level traits of 

CHLorophyll content (CHL), Specific Plant Area (SPA= plant area / plant dry mass) 

and Plant Dry Matter Content (PDMC = plant dry mass / fresh mass). We 

hypothesized that plant-level traits of SPA and PDMC are close to Community-

Weighted Means (CWMs) of Specific Leaf Area (SLA) and Leaf Dry Matter Content 

(LDMC) because leaves represent the largest fraction of aboveground biomass in the 

Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau grasslands. Despite vastly different measurement methods, 

we found that the remotely-sensed traits (SPA and PDMC) correlated with literature-

derived leaf traits of CWMs of SLA and LDMC. Both remotely-sensed and field-

measured results showed that alpine meadow plants reveal a wider range and higher 

averages of CHL and SPA but lower PDMC compared with alpine steppe plants. 

These trait differences between vegetation types indicate faster growth of alpine 

meadow but higher resilience to harsh conditions of alpine steppe, representing 

differences in adaptation strategies to environmental conditions. Our study 

demonstrates that remote sensing can be used to estimate plant traits in alpine 

grasslands with potential applications to retrieve functional diversity and correlated 

ecosystem functions in future studies. 
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2.2 Introduction 
Plant traits are physiological and morphological features of an organism (Violle et al., 

2007). Plant traits such as leaf nitrogen concentration, specific leaf area (SLA) and 

leaf dry matter content (LDMC) are related to plant physiological processes such as 

light capture and photosynthetic rate and can hence provide indications of functional 

strategies of plants in different environmental conditions (Gitelson et al., 2014a; Wu 

et al., 2008). These correlations make these traits key to predict ecosystem functions, 

such as primary productivity (Forrestel et al., 2017). Within the recently emerging 

discussion on Essential Biodiversity Variables (EBVs) derived by remote-sensing 

techniques (Pettorelli et al., 2016), these traits have been listed as key plant functional 

traits (Skidmore et al., 2015). Their relevance for plant and ecosystem functioning is 

reflected by their incorporation into dynamic global vegetation models to simulate 

ecosystem functions such as vegetation carbon dynamics and hydrological processes 

(Pappas et al., 2016; Sakschewski et al., 2015). Therefore the retrieval of these plant 

traits is important, in particular for grasslands, which cover more than 40% of the 

terrestrial land surface and are responsible for important ecosystem services such as 

carbon sequestration and forage production (Forrestel et al., 2017). 

In alpine grasslands, leaf-level trait measurements are close to plant-level trait 

measurements, because herbaceous plants do not have prominent aboveground stems 

and in addition stems are green and thus are physiologically similar to leaves. This is 

especially the case for the grassland on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, where 

aboveground vegetation is dominated by graminoids and rosette- and cushion-forming 

plants (Georg Miehe et al., 2011; Miehe et al., 2008). For these types of vegetation, 

aboveground part of plants can therefore be considered as equivalent to ‘big-leaf 

structures’ when measuring traits (Pérez-Harguindeguy et al., 2013). Regarding 

photosynthesis and primary productivity it is hence appropriate to work with 

aboveground plant-level traits rather than leaf-level traits in these vegetation types. 

Plant-level traits aggregated to the community level allow for an easier integration 

with spaceborne remote sensing datasets, which typically collect spectral information 

of grasslands on the canopy-level. 

Remotely-sensed vegetation spectra provide information on plant physiological (e.g. 

pigment, SLA, and LDMC) and morphological traits (e.g. Leaf Area) (Feilhauer et al., 

2017; Homolová et al., 2013). Physical radiative-transfer models and empirical 
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statistical models have been developed to estimate plant physiological and 

morphological traits (Ali et al., 2016b; Feilhauer et al., 2017; Féret et al., 2011; 

Homolová et al., 2013; Jacquemoud et al., 2009; le Maire et al., 2008) using remotely-

sensed data. Employing these models, plant traits like CHLorophyll content (CHL) 

(Schlemmera et al., 2013; Ustin et al., 2009; Vincini et al., 2014), SLA (Ali et al., 

2017b, 2017a; Asner et al., 2011; Asner and Martin, 2008; Féret et al., 2011) and 

LDMC (Ali et al., 2016a, 2016b; Roelofsen et al., 2014) were successfully derived. 

Although LDMC and SLA are crucial plant traits for understanding plant functioning, 

studies on estimating CHL, SLA and LDMC for grassland ecosystems using spectral 

data are relatively rare (Capolupo et al., 2015; Feilhauer et al., 2017; Punalekar et al., 

2016; Roelofsen et al., 2014, 2013; Vohland and Jarmer, 2008). In an earlier study a 

radiative transfer model was inverted to estimate CHL and leaf mass per area (LMA = 

1 / SLA) for a grassland ecosystem, but the retrieved plant traits were not validated 

with field-measured traits (Feilhauer et al., 2017). A further local study applied partial 

least squares regressions to estimate plant physiological traits at leaf and canopy level 

using field spectroradiometer data (Roelofsen et al., 2013). To our knowledge, no 

study so far has estimated plant traits of LDMC and SLA for grassland ecosystems 

using remote sensing data. Furthermore, we are not aware of studies that attempted to 

estimate plant traits using remote sensing across the whole Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. 

Existing studies from the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau working with plant traits typically 

remained at a plot scale and explored the relationships between local plant traits and 

environmental variables such as soil and climatic variables (He et al., 2009, 2006a); 

grazing level (Niu et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2012); and elevation (Ma 

et al., 2010). 

We hypothesize that selected plant traits can be estimated for extensive areas from 

remotely-sensed spectra using field data aggregated to the canopy level. The 

aggregation to canopy level is motivated by the fact that grassland spectra observed 

from spaceborne multispectral satellites inherently represent a mixed signal of the 

plant community. Applying such an approach to estimate plant traits over the 

complete Tibetan Plateau can help to characterize the current ecosystem state in terms 

of plant functioning. Such an assessment cannot be realized on the ground with a 

realistic financial budget due to the vast extent and limited accessibility of the 

Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. Furthermore, remote sensing enables repeated assessments 

over time, which can help to identify changes of plant traits. Tracing changes of plant 
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traits on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau is particularly important as the area is prone to 

be affected by climate-change due to its very high altitude and corresponding harsh 

conditions (Yao et al., 2012). This is also mirrored in grassland degradation processes 

that have been observed in different intensities over the Plateau and have been related 

to anthropogenic activities (e.g., overgrazing) but also natural processed triggered by 

a changing climate (Harris, 2010). Besides such monitoring activities, spatially 

continuous data on plant traits can also help to better understand the current 

distribution of plant functional types and plant strategy groups over the the Plateau. 

The latter could be crucial to understand potential threats for certain plant 

communities under climate change scenarios. 

In this study, we use field-measured values of canopy CHL, Specific Plant Area (SPA) 

and Plant Dry Matter Content (PDMC) aggregated to the canopy level to derive 

remotely-sensed proxies of these traits for the entire Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. 

Furthermore, we show how remotely-sensed traits of SPA and PDMC correspond to 

literature-derived Community-Weighted Means (CWMs) of SLA and LDMC in 

alpine grasslands. Finally, based on the plant traits estimated via remote sensing, we 

investigate plant trait differences between four vegetation types to identify differences 

in plant adaptation strategies 

2.2.1 Data 

2.2.1.1 The Study Area and Vegetation Types 

The Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau covers an area of approximately 2.5×106 km2 with 

complex terrain and an average elevation of more than 4000 m a.s.l (Figure 2.1). The 

area shows a decreasing thermal and moisture gradient from southeast to northwest 

(Chen et al., 2015), where the mean annual temperature ranges from 15.5 °C to –

5.0 °C and the precipitation ranges from more than 1000 mm yr-1 to less than 100 

mm yr-1 (Chen et al., 2015; Miehe et al., 2008). 

The most dominant vegetation types are alpine steppe and alpine meadow, which 

occupy 22.4% and 23% of the total Plateau area, respectively (Hou, 2001). Both 

vegetation types are predominantly located at elevations above 4000 m (Li et al., 2014; 

Georg Miehe et al., 2011; Miehe et al., 2008). Alpine meadow occurs in the south-

eastern humid highlands (Li et al., 2014; Miehe et al., 2008). Alpine steppe prevails in 

the more (semi-) arid central and western highlands with low precipitation (< 350 mm 

yr-1) (Georg Miehe et al., 2011). Transitional zones with mixed alpine meadow and 
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alpine steppe occur in the central part of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (Miehe et al., 

2013). Montane steppe and montane meadow are less dominant grassland vegetation 

types, occupying only 4% and 1% of the whole Plateau area (Hou, 2001). These 

vegetation types occur predominantly at altitudes < 4000 m. Montane meadow mainly 

occurs in the northeast Qaidam Basin. Montane steppe is distributed on the northern 

margin of the Plateau and around the Qaidam Basin (Ni and Herzschuh, 2011). 

2.2.1.2 Satellite Data 

We used the Google Earth Engine (Gorelick et al., 2017) to process all available 

satellite data of Landsat-8 surface reflectance (Roy et al., 2014), Sentinel-2 Top Of 

the Atmosphere (TOA) reflectance (Drusch et al., 2012), Moderate Resolution 

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Land Cover Type product (MCD12Q1) (Friedl 

et al., 2010) and MODIS LAI product (MCD15A3H) (Myneni and Y. K., 2015). We 

refer to MODIS LAI as PAI in our context. We applied the Landsat-8 surface 

reflectance Quality Assurance band (CFmask) (Foga et al., 2017; Zhu and Woodcock, 

2012) and the MCD15A3H quality control band (FparLai_QC) to mask cloud, snow 

and cloud shadow (Yan et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2006). We used an adjusted Landsat 

cloud-score algorithm to mask clouds in Sentinel-2 TOA reflectance data (Irish et al., 

2006). 

Given the availability of the red-edge bands in Sentinel-2, we used Sentinel-2 data to 

estimate canopy CHL. In the study area, Sentinel-2 data are available in the Google 

Earth Engine as Level 1C TOA reflectance data from 2016 onwards. In all, 3560 

Sentinel-2 TOA reflectance scenes spanning from July to August 2016 were selected 

to calculate red-edge band vegetation indices (Table 2.1) for estimating canopy CHL. 

Landsat-8 surface reflectance data were available for both years, 2015 and 2016, 

which enabled us to link Landsat-8 data to all our field measurements. Therefore, we 

used Landsat-8 surface reflectance data to calculate vegetation indices (Table 2.2) for 

predicting dry aboveground biomass and PDMC. In total, 1542 Landsat-8 surface 

reflectance scenes were selected, which covered the whole study area from June to 

September in 2015 and 2016. We used the MCD15A3H LAI product with 4-day time-

steps and 500 m resolution from June to September in 2015 and 2016 to calculate the 

SPA, and MODIS Land Cover Type product (MCD12Q1) from 2013 to mask out all 

land cover types other than grasslands. 
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2.2.1.3 Data on Vegetation Types 

The vegetation-type data were acquired from the Chinese vegetation atlas (scale 

1:1000 000). This atlas is based on the results of nationwide vegetation surveys and 

complementary data from aerial remote sensing devices and satellite images, as well 

as geological, pedological and climatological data (Hou, 2001). The atlas provides a 

complete map of vegetation types and is frequently used in studies on the Qinghai-

Tibetan Plateau (Chen et al., 2015; Lehnert et al., 2015). This dataset was used to 

build the link between plant traits and vegetation types to further evaluate how plant 

traits differed among vegetation types. 

 

Figure 2.1 Distribution of grassland vegetation types (Hou, 2001) on the Chinese part of the Qinghai-

Tibetan Plateau and sampling site locations used in this study (2015 = black dots, 2016 = red dots). 

Inset indicates elevation data of the extended area based on the NASA Shuttle Radar Topographic 

Mission (SRTM Version 4) (Farr et al., 2007). 
 

 
Figure 2.2 Flowchart displaying data and methods to derive plant traits 
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2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Field-Measured Plant Trait  

Field data were collected on 59 sites over an area extending 1225 km in north-south 

and 695 km in east-west direction (Figure 2.1). The sampling sites cover three 

vegetation types (i.e. alpine meadow, alpine steppe and montane steppe) along an 

east-west gradient (Figure 2.1). Montane meadow was not considered in the study 

because of its limited distribution area. The data acquisition date coincided with the 

peak of the growing season (late July to mid-August) in 2015 and 2016. The montane 

steppe sampling sites were located at lower altitudes (around 3200 m) compared to 

the alpine steppe sampling sites (around 4800 m). Alpine meadow sampling sites 

were distributed along an elevation gradient ranging from 2800 to 5200 m. All 

sampling sites were selected to have homogeneous vegetation cover. At each site, four 

quadrats of one square meter were sampled within an area of 250 × 250 m. Each of 

the four quadrats was representative of the wider surrounding (30 × 30 m) to represent 

approximately the extent of a Landsat satellite image pixel. 

In each quadrat, we conducted field measurements of (1) species cover, (2) SPAD leaf 

absorbance (SPAD-502Plus Chlorophyll Meter, KONICA MINOLTA, INC., Osaka, 

Japan) of abundant species, (3) Plant Area Index (PAI) and (4) plot aboveground plant 

fresh biomass and dry biomass. Species cover was averaged from 2–3 investigator 

estimations. For each species, 12–15 SPAD recordings were taken from different 

leaves and averaged as species SPAD value (Darvishzadeh et al., 2008a; Ghosh et al., 

2016). The CWM of SPAD values was obtained by averaging the coverage-weighted 

species-level SPAD values for each plot. CWMs of SPAD values were converted to 

CHL values using equation (1) (Ghosh et al., 2016): 

Leaf CHL (mg ⁄m!) =  SPAD × 16.844− 192.84  (1) 
 
This model was calibrated from grass 14 CHL measurements in the lab and 

corresponding SPAD values collected in the field (Ghosh et al., 2016). Finally, CHL 

values were upscaled to canopy CHL by multiplication with PAI values 

(Darvishzadeh et al., 2008a, 2008b; Gitelson et al., 2005; Peng and Gitelson, 2011; 

Wu et al., 2012): 

Canopy CHL = leaf CHL × PAI                        (2) 
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We refer PAI to LAI because all aboveground green parts of a plant were measured 

instead of only leaves. The PAI measurements were based on Digital Hemispherical 

Photographs (DHPs) and calculated with the CAN-EYE software (Mougin et al., 

2014; Sea et al., 2011). In each quadrat, 8–10 downward pointing photos were taken 

with automatic exposure settings. Aboveground peaking plant fresh biomass was 

measured by clipping, weighing to an accuracy of ±0.01 g, and then drying 48 hours 

at 65°C to obtain a constant dry aboveground biomass. In total, PAI was measured in 

228 plots, and plant fresh and dry aboveground biomass was measured in 172 plots. 

To estimate traits in a mixed-species community, leaf traits are typically measured for 

all species and aggregated to the community mean weighted by species abundances in 

terms of plant cover or above-ground plant biomass proportions (community-

weighted means = CWMs) (Lavorel et al., 2008). Ideally, CWMs of traits would be 

averaged from traits of all plants within a community without requiring taxonomic 

information of plant species (Schneider et al., 2017). This way of trait measurements 

within a community is more efficient and accurate because it is independent of 

taxonomic information and measures all plants within a community. Here, we 

measured traits within a community directly from vegetation harvests, to average 

plant-level traits of all plants of a community without requiring taxonomic 

information. Specifically, we derived the ratio of aboveground plant area and plant 

dry mass within a community and used it as a proxy of the CWM of SLA. Similarly, 

we used the ratio of aboveground plant fresh mass and dry mass within a community 

as a proxy of the CWMs of LDMC. In other words, we refer to the ratio between 

Plant Area Index (PAI) and aboveground plant dry biomass within a field plot as 

Specific Plant Area (SPA) and to the ratio between aboveground plant fresh biomass 

and dry biomass as Plant Dry Matter Content (PDMC) throughout this study. We 

hypothesize that in alpine grasslands, SPA and PDMC are close to CWMs of SLA 

and LDMC because leaves represent a large part of aboveground biomass and 

aboveground non-leaf structures in this vegetation (e.g., stems or graminoid 

inflorescences) are also green and photosynthesizing. The SPA and PDMC refer to 

the measurement at the community level, which match the plant traits estimate from 

remote sensing at the canopy level. 

Literature-derived CWMs of SLA and LDMC were calculated using our field-

measured species abundance values (cover proportions of dominant species) and SLA 
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and LDMC values of these species as reported in earlier studies conducted on the 

Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (Chen et al., 2013; He et al., 2006b; Niu et al., 2016; Zhou et 

al., 2016). In total 121 species were recorded in 198 plots. For 42 species SLA values 

and 29 species LDMC values were averaged from the same species values in the 

literature (Chen et al., 2013; He et al., 2006b; Niu et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016), and 

101 species SLA values and 94 species LDMC values were averaged from the same 

genus values in the literature (Chen et al., 2013; He et al., 2006b; Niu et al., 2016; 

Zhou et al., 2016). For 19 and 26 species no published SLA and LDMC values, 

respectively, were available form the literature. To represent the community means of 

the plots, CWMs of SLA and LDMC were calculated for all plots where SLA and 

LDMC values for more than 4 species were available. Using this rule, we could derive 

CWMs of SLA for 18 plots and CWMs of LDMC for 28 plots. In these plots, the 

species for which SLA and LDMC values were available accounted for more than 38% 

of plant coverage in all cases. Considering the homogeneity rule that was applied to 

select the field plots, we hypothesized that these coverages were sufficient to derive a 

meaningful estimate of the CWMs of the two traits. 

2.3.2 Remotely-Sensed Plant Traits 

2.3.2.1 CHL 

The reflectance in the red-edge region is mainly affected by chlorophyll density 

(Vincini et al., 2014) and remains highly sensitive to a wide range of chlorophyll-

content variability (Gitelson et al., 2014b; Schlemmera et al., 2013). The empirical 

red-edge indices adapted for Sentinel-2 data have been successfully applied to predict 

CHL in different ecosystem types (le Maire et al., 2008; Ramoelo et al., 2013; Vincini 

et al., 2014; Zarco-Tejada et al., 2001). In this study, we used the red-edge bands to 

predict canopy CHL. These red-edge vegetation indices include the MCARI/OSAVI 

(the ratio of the Modified Chlorophyll Absorption Ratio Index and the Optimized 

Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index), the TCARI/OSAVI (the ratio of the Transformed 

Chlorophyll Absorption Ratio Index and the Optimized Soil-Adjusted Vegetation 

Index), the green chlorophyll index (CIgreen) and the red-edge chlorophyll index (CI 

red-edge) (Clevers and Kooistra, 2012; Schlemmera et al., 2013) (Table 2.1). We 

compared the performance of these indices and chose the best index to predict canopy 

CHL throughout the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. 
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Figure 2.3 Linking field and satellite measurements spatially and temporally. (a) Frequency histogram 

of the Coefficient of Variation (CV) of Sentinel-2 NDVI (10 m) within 9 neighboring sample points. (b) 

Frequency histogram of temporal gaps (days) between field measurement date and Sentinel-2 (S2) 

MCARI/OSAVI acquisition date. 
 

Table 2.1 Sentinel-2 vegetation indices for canopy CHL estimation 

 

Table 2.2 Landsat-8 vegetation indices for PDMC and aboveground biomass estimation 

Rx refers to the reflectance at wavelength x nm 

 

2.3.2.2 Specific Plant Area (SPA) 

SPA was calculated from the ratio between Plant Area Index (PAI) and aboveground 

plant dry biomass. PAI values were taken from the MODIS product MCD15A3H at 

500 m spatial resolution. Aboveground biomass was estimated using an empirical 

model developed from Landsat-8 vegetation indices (Table 2.2) and field-measured 

aboveground biomass. To match the spatial resolution of PAI (500 m) and 

aboveground biomass (30 m), the aboveground biomass was resampled to 500 m 

using a bilinear approach. Therefore, SPA was retrieved at a 500 m spatial scale. 

2.3.2.3 Plant Dry Matter Content (PDMC) 

An empirical model was developed from Landsat-8 vegetation indices and field-
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a	 b	
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measured PDMC to estimate PDMC for the whole Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. 

2.3.3 Linking Field and Satellite Measurements 

We linked remotely-sensed vegetation indices and field-measured plant traits 

temporally and spatially by extracting the closest satellite pixels with respect to the 

individual field sampling locations and dates. To evaluate how satellite and field 

measurements match temporally, we calculated temporal gaps (days) between the 

satellite acquisition dates and field-measured dates. For 90% of the sampling sites, 

Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 images were available within 20 days of field measurements. 

To test the representativeness of field samples (1 × 1 m) for the satellite pixels (30 × 

30 m), we evaluated the homogeneity of the neighborhoods (30 × 30 m) of sampling 

locations by calculating the coefficient of variation of NDVI. Taking advantage of the 

10-m spatial resolution of Sentinel-2 reflectance in the visible bands, coefficients of 

variation of NDVI of nine neighbors for each sampling point were calculated (Figure 

2.3). Lower coefficients of variation values indicate a higher homogeneity of 

neighborhoods. The coefficient of NDVI variation within 30-m neighborhoods of 

sampling points showed that 85% of sampling points were located in homogenous 

neighborhoods with a coefficient of surrounding NDVI variation less than 0.1 (Figure 

2.3). 

2.3.4 Statistical Modeling and Validation Methods for Remotely-Sensed Plant 

Traits 

We applied linear regression models to quantitatively link the field-measured plant 

traits with Sentinel-2 red-edge vegetation indices and Landsat-8 vegetation indices 

(Table 2.1 and Table 2.2). To evaluate model performance, the data were randomly 

split into two parts, using three-quarters of the data for model calibration and one-

quarter for validation. After 500 model runs, we calculated the mean R2 and the 

relative Root-Mean-Square Error (rRMSE (%)) as the ratio between RMSE and the 

mean of measured plant traits. The models with the highest accuracy (highest R2 and 

lowest rRMSE) were applied to the Sentinel-2 red-edge and Landsat-8 vegetation 

index to generate the canopy CHL, aboveground dry biomass and PDMC maps for the 

whole study area.  
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2.3.5 Kernel Density Estimation for Visualization of Plant Traits of Different 

Vegetation Types 

To assess potential plant trait differences between the four examined vegetation types, 

we applied a kernel density estimation to visualize the distribution of plant traits for 

the examined vegetation types and visually compare their trait differences (Díaz et al., 

2015; Duong, 2007). This analysis was conducted for both field-measured and 

remotely-sensed plant traits, namely at a 1-m scale based on field-measured plant 

traits and vegetation types, and at a 1-km scale based on the remotely-sensed plant 

traits and vegetation types from the Chinese vegetation atlas. We used the 1-km scale 

to optimize the computation-time. We provided a general overview of the applied data 

and methods as flowchart (Figure 2.2).  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4. Remotely-sensed canopy CHL on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau grasslands  (a) Linear 

calibration model of MCARI/OSAVI to predict canopy CHL. (b) Canopy CHL with a spatial resolution 

of 20 m in the 2016 peak-growing season 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Remotely-sensed SPA on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau grasslands (a) Scatter plot of field-

measured SPA and Remotely-sensed SPA (b) SPA with a spatial resolution of 500 m in the 2016 peak-

growing season 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Plant Traits 

2.4.1.1 Canopy CHL 

The red-edge vegetation index MCARI/OSAVI was able to predict 34% of field-

measured canopy CHL variation with an rRMSE of 0.54 outscoring the CIgreen (R2 = 

0.25, rRMSE = 0.57), CI red edge (R2 = 0.31, rRMSE = 0.55) and the TCARI/OSAVI 

(R2 = 0.05, rRMSE = 0.65) indices (Figure 2A.1). The MCARI/OSAVI 

underestimated the field-measured canopy CHL at lower MCARI/OSAVI values 

(MCARI/OSAVI < 0.5) but overestimated the field-measured canopy CHL at higher 

MCARI/OSAVI values (MCARI/OSAVI > 0.5) (Figure 2.4). Based on the 

MCARI/OSAVI index, we predicted the canopy CHL in the study area (Figure 2.4). 

The mean Canopy CHL of the entire Plateau in the 2016 peak growing-season was 

342 mg/m2. The CHL map illustrates the decreasing gradient of canopy CHL from the 

eastern meadow-dominated part to the western steppes-dominant part on the Qinghai-

Tibetan Plateau (Figure 2.4). 

2.4.1.2 Specific Plant Area (SPA) 

The regression model developed from Landsat-8 NDVI (R2 = 0.55, rRMSE = 0.23) 

(Figure 2A.2) showed the highest accuracy in predicting field-measured aboveground 

dry biomass in comparison with the model developed from vegetation indices MSAVI 

(R2 = 0.53, rRMSE = 0.24), EVI (R2 = 0.54, rRMSE = 0.23), and SAVI (R2 = 0.53, 

rRMSE = 0.24). The NDVI model was hence used to generate an aboveground 

biomass map, which was combined with the Plant Area Index (PAI) product to predict 

Specific Plant Area (SPA). The remotely-sensed SPA calculated from a ratio between 

PAI (MCD15A3H) and aboveground dry biomass (Landsat-8 NDVI) showed 

moderate consistency with the field-measured SPA (rRMSE = 0.49 and R2 = 0.22) 

(Figure 2.5). Remotely-sensed Specific Plant Area (SPA) also correlated with CWMs 

of SLA calculated form literature data on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, with R2 of 0.2 

and rRMSE of 0.15 (Figure 2.6). However, remotely-sensed SPA values were on 

average 53 g/cm2 lower than CWMs of SLA. 
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Figure 2.6. Remotely-sensed plant traits and literature-derived plant traits (a) Relationship between 

remotely-sensed Specific Plant Area (SPA) and literature-derived CWMs of SLA (b) Relationship 

between remotely-sensed Plant Dry Matter Content (PDMC) and literature-derived CWMs of PDMC. 

 
Figure 2.7. Remotely-sensed PDMC on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau grasslands. (a) Linear calibration 

model of EVI to predict PDMC. (b) PDMC with a spatial resolution of 30 m in the 2016 peak-growing 

season 

2.4.2 Plant Dry Matter Content (PDMC) 

The regression model developed from Landsat-8 EVI (Figure 2.7) (R2 = 0.53, rRMSE 

= 0.144) showed the highest accuracy in predicting field-measured PDMC in 

comparison with the models that used MSAVI (R2 = 0.525, rRMSE = 0.144), NDVI 

(R2 = 0.522, rRMSE = 0.144) and SAVI (R2 = 0.526, rRMSE = 0.145) vegetation 

indices (Figure 2A.3). The predicted PDMC in the 2016 peak growing season showed 

an opposite spatial pattern compared with predicted canopy CHL and SPA, with 

lower values in the northeast of the meadow grassland and higher values in sparsely 

vegetated alpine steppe area in the West (Figure 2.7). We found that remotely-sensed 

PDMC correlated with literature-derived CWMs of LDMC with R2 of 0.1 and rRMSE 

of 0.23 (Figure 2.6).  
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2.4.3 Differences in plant traits between vegetation types 

CHL, SPA and PDMC varied widely among different vegetation types (Figure 2.8). 

Alpine meadow had higher values and spanned a broader range of canopy CHL and 

SPA than alpine and montane steppe (Figure 2.8). The alpine steppe had the highest 

PDMC but the lowest variability, whereas alpine meadow had the highest variability 

but lower PDMC (Figure 2.8). This pattern was consistent at both scales (1-m and 1-

km). 

2.5 Discussions 
In this study, we found that plant traits of CHL, SPA and PDMC can be retrieved over 

the complete Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau by statistical models developed from field-

measured plant traits and vegetation indices derived from Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 

data. Below, we discuss: 1) the prediction accuracy of remotely-sensed plant traits and 

their relation with literature-derived CWMs of SLA and LDMC; 2) plant adaptation 

strategies of vegetation types as indicated by the observed trait differences; 3) 

potential implications of remotely-sensed plant traits for ecosystem functioning in 

future studies. 

2.5.1 Plant Traits 

2.5.1.1 Canopy CHL 

We tested the capability of Sentinel-2 red-edge vegetation indices to estimate canopy 

CHL on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. We estimated canopy CHL through multiplying 

leaf CHL by PAI, a method often applied in croplands (Darvishzadeh et al., 2008a, 

2008b; Gitelson et al., 2005; Peng and Gitelson, 2011; Wu et al., 2012). The method 

seems also applicable to diverse alpine grasslands on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau 

even though the prediction accuracy (R2 = 34%, rRMSE of 0.54) is lower than 

prediction accuracies typically reported for mono-species croplands (Schlemmera et 

al., 2013; Wu et al., 2008). It is likely that the higher plant species diversity and 

corresponding higher spatial heterogeneity in PAI in natural grasslands are a main 

reason for this. Additionally, difficulties of measuring SPAD for small grass leaves 

may have affected the prediction accuracy.  
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(a) One meter scale 

 

(b) One kilometer scale 

Figure 2.8. Probability density functions of plant traits in different vegetation types 

We found that among the tested red-edge vegetation indices MCARI/ OSAVI was the 

best estimator of canopy CHL in alpine grasslands, presumably because it minimizes 

soil background effects and is resistant to PAI variation for low PAI values while still 

being sensitive to high CHL values (Wu et al., 2008). TCARI/OSAVI had the lowest 

accuracy in predicting canopy CHL presumably because it was more affected by 

background information for PAI values < 0.5 (Wu et al., 2008). A further explanation 

could be that that TCARI/OSAVI was found to have a non-linear relationship with 

PAI, changing from positive to negative at PAI = 0.5 (Wu et al., 2008). This 

characteristic of TCARI/OSAVI might result in lower accuracy when applying a 

linear model for predicting canopy CHL. 

2.5.1.2 Specific Plant Area (SPA) 

We found that remotely-sensed Specific Plant Area (SPA) correlated to the field-

measured values of SPA (R2 = 0.22) and the literature-based CWMs of SLA (R2 = 

0.2). We found both field-measured and remotely-sensed SPA were generally lower (-

73 g/cm2 and -53g/cm2) than the reference CWMs of SLA. The reason for this 
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underestimation was probably that SPA includes plant parts that have a lower surface 

to volume ratio than leaves. Even though remotely-sensed SPA and literature-derived 

CWMs of SLA were obtained with vastly different methods we still found that they 

were correlated (Figure 2.6). 

We showed that remotely-sensed SPA at 500 m scale ranges from 10 to 231.2 cm2/g 

over the entire Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, leading to a wider range of values compared 

to existing studies (Chen et al., 2013; Li et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2010). This range is 

within the scope of CWMs of SLA values reported in the literature at a global scale. 

Kattge et al (Kattge et al., 2011) found that field-measured herb and grass CWMs of 

SLA ranged from 70–500 cm2/g with an average of 200 cm2/g in the northern 

hemisphere. 

2.5.1.3 Plant Dry Matter Content (PDMC) 

Remotely-sensed PDMC (R2 = 0.53, rRMSE = 13%) was estimated with higher 

prediction accuracy than canopy CHL (R2 = 0.33, rRMSE = 50%) and SPA (R2 = 

0.22, rRMSE = 49%). This study found that vegetation indices (e.g., EVI) correlated 

negatively with PDMC (Figure 2.7). The study area covers a large spatial gradient of 

precipitation (from more than 1000 to less than 100 mm yr-1) (Chen et al., 2015), 

which influences leaf water content and biomass. Humid areas are characterized by 

higher leaf water content as well as biomass, leading to higher EVI compared with 

dry area. Therefore, EVI is positively correlated with leaf water content. The PDMC 

has an inverse relationship to leaf water content (Roelofsen et al., 2014), thus EVI is 

negatively correlated with PDMC. This study found that differences in the visible and 

near-infrared regions of the spectra could explain variations of PDMC in alpine 

grasslands.  Remotely-sensed PDMC correlated with literature-derived CWMs of 

LDMC on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (Figure 2.6). However, the correlation was 

rather low and remotely-sensed PDMC values were on average 54.7 g/kg higher than 

the literature-derived CWM of LDMC, presumably because non-leaf structures – 

which were considered as part of LDMC in this study - have lower water content than 

leaves. 

2.5.2 Implication of Trait Relationships and Trait Variations among 

Vegetation Types under Global Change 

Trait differences among vegetation types indicate different plant adaptation strategies 

(Kattenborn et al., 2017). Understanding these different plant strategies may help to 
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predict how ecosystems will respond to global change, especially for alpine plants on 

the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, which have adapted to low temperatures, and are 

expected to have developed unique survival strategies (He et al., 2006a). 

The trait differences between vegetation types indicate a trade-off between plant 

productivity and persistence. We found a general East-to-West pattern of decreasing 

canopy CHL and SPA values and increasing PDMC values across the Qinghai-

Tibetan Plateau. These spatial patterns of plant traits are related to the spatial 

distribution of vegetation types, and further correspond to decreasing rainfall and 

increasing aridity towards the West (G. Miehe et al., 2011). Vegetation types shift 

from meadow to steppe along the East-West gradient on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. 

Alpine meadows occur in environments beneficial to plant growth in terms of water 

availability and temperature (Miehe et al., 2013), allowing  plants to be fast in 

resource capturing and nutrient turnover (Chapin, 1980; He et al., 2010), leading to 

high photosynthetic rates and fast growth rates but low tissue density. This adaptation 

accounts for high CHL and SLA but low LDMC (Díaz et al., 2004; Pierce et al., 2017; 

Schweiger et al., 2017) of plants in alpine meadow and indicates a trade-off between 

plant productivity and persistence (Diemer, 1998; He et al., 2009). Alpine steppe 

grows in arid areas with low water availability and low soil fertility (Miehe et al., 

2013), where plants adapt to this resource-limited environment by decreasing leaf area 

in order to decrease evaporation, increase tissue density and slow down 

photosynthesis and growth rate (Pierce et al., 2017; Schweiger et al., 2017). This 

characteristic makes plants invest less in resource acquisition and more in structural 

tissue, which results in higher LDMC but lower SLA and canopy CHL content (Pierce 

et al., 2017; Schweiger et al., 2017). In accordance with these hypotheses, we found 

that plants from alpine meadows had higher CHL and SPA but lower PDMC values 

than plants from alpine steppe for both field-measured and remotely-sensed traits 

(Figure 2.8). Montane steppe and montane meadow grow at lower elevations and thus 

in warmer areas and are exposed to intermediate resource availability. These 

environmental conditions might explain why their trait values ranged between the 

values of alpine meadow and alpine steppe. 

Potential changes of the vegetation type distributions and plant traits on the Qinghai 

Tibetan Plateau due to warming and increased precipitation (Kang et al., 2010; Yao et 

al., 2012; You et al., 2013) could be indicated by the natural spatial gradient of 

vegetation type distributions and plant traits towards the East. Because the warming 
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and wetting trend on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (Kang et al., 2010; Yao et al., 2012; 

You et al., 2013) are comparable to the spatial gradient of increasing temperature and 

water availability towards the East, this spatial pattern may enable a space-for-time 

approach to predict the potential changes of plant traits and vegetation types under 

global change. Because meadows occur in warmer and wetter environments, we 

speculate that the warming and increasing precipitation are more favorable for alpine 

meadows. Previous studies found that vegetation activity has increased in recent 

decades on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau because of the increased temperature (Peng et 

al., 2012; Piao et al., 2006). This trend of increased vegetation activity is more 

significant for alpine meadow than for the other vegetation types (Zhang et al., 2013). 

For the reasons stated above, we deduced that alpine meadows might benefit most on 

the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau in a global-change setting. This suggests higher CHL and 

SLA but lower LDMC over the eastern part of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau in the 

future. 

2.5.3 Potential Implication of Remotely-Sensed Plant Traits on the Qinghai-

Tibetan Plateau 

We demonstrated that remotely-sensed SPA and PDMC were related to CWMs of 

SLA and LDMC reported in earlier studies. Therefore, approximations between plant- 

and leaf-level traits may be a straightforward way to simplify trait measurement in 

alpine grasslands. Furthermore, maps of remotely-sensed plant traits as presented in 

this study, can lay the foundation for further ecological trait studies over large regions 

under global change.  

Remotely-sensed plant traits of CHL, SPA and PDMC are predictors of ecosystem 

functioning and services on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. CHL and SPA are closely 

related to plant nitrogen and define the photosynthetic capacity of vegetation (Ali et 

al., 2016a; ter Steege et al., 2013); they therefore also affect the amount of carbon 

uptake of the ecosystem. Photosynthetic capacity and carbon uptake are especially 

important for the ecosystem on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, where the photosynthetic 

rate is limited by low temperature, low air pressure, high wind speed and high UV-B 

radiation (He et al., 2006a). LDMC has been shown to correlate negatively with 

potential relative growth rate and positively with leaf lifespan, which serves as an 

indicator of plant resistance to physical hazards and disturbance, plant digestibility 

and rangeland quality (ter Steege et al., 2013). Plants with higher LDMC tend to be 
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physically tougher and thus are assumed to have higher resistance but lower plant 

digestibility.  

Remotely-sensed plant traits can hence facilitate future studies on how plants traits 

correlate to environmental variables and land-use related variables such as grazing 

intensity. Traits and trait combinations vary with temperature, aridity, soil fertility, 

and grazing level (He et al., 2010), (Niu et al., 2010). The prominent gradient in 

climate, soil properties, and grazing intensity on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau offers a 

convenient way to study how these different environmental factors correlate to plant 

traits. Previous studies for example suggested that SLA can express strong traits 

plasticity (Shipley et al., 2016) and LDMC is sensitive to rainfall (Pakeman, 2014). In 

another study, CHL was found to be positively correlated with grazing intensity up to 

medium grazing intensities because cattle excrement is the only external source of 

nutrients in these ecosystem (Lehnert et al., 2014) and increases nutrient availability 

for plants. These findings identified in local studies could be re-examined over larger 

spatial extent and in a spatially continuous way by making use of trait maps as 

presented in this study. This is particularly interesting as the environmental conditions 

and land use management strategies vary widely over the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau 

and it would hence be interesting to study how the relationships between plant traits 

and environmental and land-use variables depend on the location on the Plateau. 

2.6 Conclusions and Outlook 
Based on statistical models between vegetation indices and field-measured plant 

traits, and by taking advantage of the Google Earth Engine cloud-computing platform, 

we derived the plant traits CHL, SPA and PDMC across the entire Qinghai-Tibetan 

Plateau at the fine resolutions of 20 m, 500 m and 30 m respectively. Our results 

showed that the plant traits of CHL, SPA and PDMC could be predicted using 

satellite data of Sentinel-2 (20 m) and Landsat-8 (30 m) as well as the MODIS LAI 

product (500 m), with R2 of 0.34, 0.22 and 0.53 respectively. 

We found that the canopy CHL and SPA values of alpine meadows were higher and 

had a wider range than the values observed for the alpine steppe. On the contrary, 

PDMC values were lower and more narrowly distributed in alpine meadow than in 

alpine steppe. These plant trait differences among vegetation types indicate trade-offs 

between plant productivity and persistence, describing different plant strategies. 

We demonstrated that remotely-sensed and field-measured SPA and PDMC 
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correlated with literature-derived CWMs of SLA and LDMC even though the 

correlations were not very strong most likely because the datasets were measured at 

different times and spatial scales. It is conceivable that the correlations could be 

improved if measurements were conducted at the same time and spatial scale. More 

research is needed to further test the hypothesis that leaf-level trait measurement of 

CWMs of SLA and LDMC are comparable to field-measured and remotely-sensed 

SPA and PDMC in grassland. Strengthening the hypothesis would be beneficial for 

simplifying the study of plant traits and also facilitate trait estimation using remote-

sensing technologies. The latter would also enable repeated trait assessments via 

remote sensing, which would enable the monitoring of plant traits. This could be key 

for a timely identification of potential ecosystem degradations on the Qinghai-Tibetan 

Plateau. 

2.7 Appendix  

 

 
Figure 2A.1 Linear regression between vegetation indices and canopy CHL 
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Figure 2A.2 Linear calibration model of Landsat-8 NDVI to predict aboveground biomass 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2A.3 Linear regression between vegetation indices and Plant Dry Matter Content (PDMC) 
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3.1 Abstract 
An improved understanding of increased human influence on ecosystems is needed 

for predicting ecosystem processes and sustainable ecosystem management. We 

studied spatial variation of human influence on grassland ecosystems at two scales 

across the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP), where increased human activities may 

have led to ecosystem degradation. At the 10 km scale, we mapped human-influenced 

spatial patterns based on a hypothesis that spatial patterns of biomass that could not be 

attributed to environmental variables were likely correlated to human activities. In 

part this hypothesis could be supported via a positive correlation between biomass 

unexplained by environmental variables and livestock density. At the 500 m scale, 

using distance to settlements within a radius of 8 km as a proxy of human-influence 

intensity, we found both negatively human-influenced areas where biomass decreased 

closer to settlements (regions with higher livestock density) and positively human-

influenced areas where biomass increased closer to settlements (regions with lower 

livestock density). These results suggest complex relationships between livestock 

grazing and biomass, varying between spatial scales and regions. Grazing may boost 

biomass production across the whole QTP at the 10 km scale. However, overgrazing 

may reduce it near settlements at the 500 m scale. Our approach of mapping and 

understanding human influence on ecosystems at different scales could guide pasture 

management to protect grassland in vulnerable regions on the QTP and beyond. 
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3.2 Introduction  
More than three-quarters of the terrestrial biosphere has been altered by human 

activities (Ellis and Ramankutty, 2008) which has also caused unprecedented changes 

in many Earth-system processes during the last decades (Chen et al., 2013; Ellis, 

2015), including regional and local ecological processes (Ellis and Haff, 2009). It is 

necessary to understand the consequences of human influence on ecosystems to better 

explain spatial patterns of ecosystems and their responses to climate and other 

environmental changes (Ellis, 2015). Ecosystem functioning and services have been 

most affected in arid and semi-arid areas, where recent degradation has taken place 

(Chen et al., 2014; Harris, 2010; Wessels et al., 2004). The grassland ecosystems in 

these areas cover a large portion of the Earths’ surface and contain substantial 

amounts of soil organic carbon. Grassland degradation and land-use changes, 

including conversion of grassland to cropland, result in a loss of grassland ecosystem 

carbon stocks (Conant et al., 2017; Guo and Gifford, 2002). This is also the case on 

the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP) (Chen et al., 2013), where vast grassland 

ecosystems store a large amount of carbon, thus playing a significant role in global 

carbon cycle (Liu et al., 2016; Ni, 2002). 

The grassland ecosystems on the QTP also influence the local (Xu et al., 2009) and 

even global climate, e.g. by triggering South Asian monsoon activity (Duan and Wu, 

2005). In addition, the QTP is the source region of Asia’s major rivers (Figure 3.1), 

which supply fresh water for a large part of the world’s population downstream 

(Foggin, 2008; Xu et al., 2008). The stability of ecosystems on the QTP is thus not 

only of regional importance but also of global relevance for water supply, radiation 

feedbacks and global climatic patterns (Meyer et al., 2013). 

The grassland ecosystems on the QTP, characterized by slow plant growth and 

recovery rate after disturbance (Shang and Long, 2007), are particularly vulnerable 

and threatened by pressures from climatic changes and human activities. Degradation 

of alpine grasslands has indeed been observed on the QTP, which has led to 

productivity declines, land desertification and an increase of noxious weeds 

(Fassnacht et al., 2015; Lehnert et al., 2014a). Such degradation not only damages the 

livelihoods of local people but also threatens biodiversity and the ecological services 

of the QTP at large (Harris, 2010). However, the causes of the grassland degradation 

on the QTP are still unclear and have been related to warming-caused desiccation and 
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permafrost degradation (Harris, 2010; Lehnert et al., 2016) or to increasing human 

activities (Harris, 2010; P. Wang et al., 2016; Zhaoli et al., 2005).  

Increasing human activities may have affect grassland biomass production on the 

QTP, which is mostly covered by rangeland and livestock grazing as the main land-

use type (Chen et al., 2013). Privatization of rangeland and semi-nomadic pastoralism 

have caused increasing grazing pressure (Harris, 2010; Meyer et al., 2013; Wang et 

al., 2017) and overgrazing of winter pastures (Harris et al., 2015, 2016; L. Li et al., 

2017). Moreover, infrastructure development such as highways and townships, 

tourism and mining exert increasing pressure on the QTP grassland ecosystems (S. Li 

et al., 2017). Human activities of grassland conservation programs (L. Li et al., 2017) 

and nature reserve programs (S. Li et al., 2018), however, have been launched to 

protect ecosystems and secure biodiversity and ecosystem services. All these human 

activities happened at different areas and scales. For example, livestock grazing is 

widely spread across the whole QTP whereas the grazing pressures are higher in low 

areas and near human settlements. Construction works are site-based and ecosystem 

protection programs are widely located in the “Three-Rivers headwater regions” in 

the southern part of Qinghai province. These human activities indicate that human 

influences on grassland ecosystems are spatially heterogeneous and scale-dependent. 

The various human activities and land-use intensity on the QTP, combined with clear 

environmental and productivity gradients (Chen et al., 2015), imply that the 

grasslands respond differently to diverse human activities on the QTP. For example, 

the different levels of grassland productivity translate into different carrying 

capacities for livestock (Miehe et al., 2008), indicating different levels of resistance to 

grazing and different grazing effects (Milchunas et al., 1988). Previous studies 

involved quantifying human influence on grassland dynamics (Chen et al., 2014; 

Lehnert et al., 2016; L. Li et al., 2018) and mapping of human-influence intensity on 

the QTP (S. Li et al., 2017). However, quantifying and mapping spatially 

heterogeneous human influence on grassland ecosystems has not been done so far, yet 

this would be key to understand how ecosystems respond to environmental changes 

and to help distinguishing climatic and anthropogenic contributions to spatial 

variation in grassland biomass. We aimed to map human-influenced spatial patterns of 

grassland biomass on the QTP at two spatial scales, i.e. at the 10 km scale across the 

whole QTP and at the 500 m scale near human settlements. 
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3.3 Data 

3.3.1 Observed aboveground biomass  

Grassland aboveground biomass was assessed using an empirical model based on 

Landsat-8 satellite data and field-measured data (C. Li et al., 2018). Grasslands with 

higher biomass shows stronger reflectance in near-infrared bands but lower 

reflectance in visible bands than grassland with lower biomass. The Normalized 

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) was developed to characterize the vegetation 

(Tucker, 1979) and has been extensively used to estimate aboveground grassland 

biomass (Jia et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016). The 172 biomass plots were measured in 

the field during peak growing season (late July to mid-August) in 2015 and 2016. The 

closest Landsat-8 NDVI values were extracted with respect to the individual field 

sampling locations and dates. The field-measured biomass data were randomly split 

into two parts, using three-quarters of the data for model calibration and one-quarter 

for validation. The developed empirical model (R2 = 0.55, rRMSE = 0.23) was 

applied to the Landsat-8 NDVI in 2015 to map grassland biomass with the Google 

Earth Engine (Gorelick et al., 2017) across the whole QTP. The aboveground biomass 

map was scaled to a spatial resolution of 10 km and 500 m, which further were used 

to map human influences on biomass at 10 km and 500 m scale. 

3.3.2 Climatic variables 

The climatic variables used to model the contribution of environmental variables to 

spatial variation in grassland biomass included growing season (June–September) 

mean air temperature in 2015 and precipitation in 2015. These variables were 

extracted from the China Meteorological Forcing Dataset with a spatial resolution of 

0.1° (Chen et al., 2011). The temperature variable was constructed by merging 

observations from 740 meteorological stations and corresponding Princeton 

meteorological forcing data (Sheffield et al., 2006). The precipitation variable was 

constructed by combining three precipitation data sets, including observations from 

the same 740 meteorological stations, the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission 

(TRMM) 3B42 precipitation products (Huffman et al., 2007) and the Asian 

Precipitation-Highly Resolved Observational Data Integration Towards Evaluation of 

the Water Resources project (APHRODITE) (Yatagai et al., 2009). This climatic 

dataset has been widely used in soil moisture modeling and ecosystem studies (Guo 
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and Wang, 2013; Liu and Xie, 2013; Wang et al., 2017). 

3.3.3 Soil properties 

Soil variables of soil organic matter, available nitrogen and total phosphorus were 

selected from eight soil variables (available phosphorus, available potassium, 

available nitrogen, total phosphorus, total potassium, total nitrogen, soil organic 

matter and soil PH) to estimate aboveground biomass. The selected soil variables 

have lowest co-linearity (Variance Inflation Factor <10) with other variables (section 

3.2). The soil variables were extracted from a 30 × 30 arcsec resolution gridded soil 

characteristics dataset (Shangguan et al., 2013). This dataset includes physical and 

chemical attributes of soils derived from 8979 soil profiles and the Soil Map of China 

(1:1,000,000). This soil properties dataset has been widely used in soil and ecological 

studies (Bi et al., 2016; Maire et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015). 

3.3.4 Data on eco-geographical regions 

The classification of the QTP into eco-geographical regions (Figure 3.1) was included 

as a further environmental explanatory variable for spatial variation in grassland 

biomass (Section 3.1). The eco-geographical regions have been defined based on a 

combination of climatic factors and vegetation types (Gao et al., 2009). We included 

the classification of eco-geographical regions as an explanatory variable because it 

reflects the effects of broad differences in species composition between vegetation 

types on biomass (Chuang et al., 2014). The eco-region data were converted from a 

polygon-shape file to a raster with 10 km using the statistical software R (R Core 

Team, 2018).  

3.3.5 Indicators of human influences 

Two indicators of human influence, livestock density and distance to settlements, 

were used to explain the potentially human-influenced spatial patterns at the 10 km 

and 500 m scale. The settlement locations of cities, towns, hamlets and villages in 

2017 were extracted from OpenStreetMap (Haklay and Weber, 2008) as spatial points 

(https://download.geofabrik.de/asia/china.html). The size of settlements was 

considered when analyzing the correlation between biomass and distance to 

settlements as described below (section 3.2). The Euclidean distance to the closest of 

these points was calculated for each grid cell of the QTP (Figure 3.2).  

Pasture is the main land-use type on the QTP. Livestock grazing is an important 
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human-influenced activity. Livestock density can serve as an indicator of such human 

influence. Livestock density was assessed in terms of the number of sheep, goats and 

yak per square kilometer reported in the 2015 statistical yearbook from Qinghai, 

Xizang (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2015). The absolute numbers of 

different animal species were converted to livestock units using conversion factors of 

0.6 for yak and 0.1 for sheep and goats (Lehnert et al., 2016). In the end, livestock 

densities of 100 counties at the county level were calculated (Figure 3.2), which 

decreased from the east to the west of the QTP. The livestock density is suitable to 

evaluate the human influence on grassland biomass via livestock grazing on the whole 

QTP scale as demonstrated in previous studies (Lehnert et al., 2016; S. Li et al., 2017). 

The livestock density data were converted from a polygon shape file to 10 km and 

500 m raster in ESRI ArcMap software (http://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/). 

 
Figure 3.1. Distribution of main grassland vegetation types, eco-regions and major rivers (with names) 

on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP). Inset indicates elevation data of the extended area based on the 

NASA Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM Version 4; Farr et al., 2007). 

Figure 3.2. Livestock density at county level and distance to settlements at the 500 m scale. 
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3.4 Methods 

3.4.1 Model for environmental and human-influenced spatial patterns of 

biomass at 10 km scale 

We hypothesized that the human-influenced biomass could be calculated from the 

difference between potential biomass in the absence of human activities and actual 

biomass estimated from the satellite data. This hypothesis and framework is widely 

used to quantify human contribution on ecosystem biomass production both at the 

global scale (Haberl et al., 2014, 2007; Krausmann et al., 2013) and at the regional 

scale of the QTP (Chen et al., 2014; Z. Wang et al., 2016). The potential biomass is 

the biomass that would be predicted solely by environmental factors without the 

interference of human activities. Here this potential biomass was defined based on a 

deterministic empirical model with environmental explanatory variables (x) with 

regression coefficients β (fixed effects). The actual aboveground biomass, which is 

influenced by both environmental variables and human activities, was measured from 

remote sensing NDVI data (y). The difference between potential biomass and actual 

biomass involves a spatial process (h) that is potentially correlated with human 

influences (random effects) and a residual noise component ε (Eqn 1) (de Jong et al., 

2013). This analysis was conducted at the 10 km scale across the whole QTP by 

rescaling all environmental explanatory variables to 10 km resolution using the 

projectRaster function in R with bilinear interpolation: 

 h = y - xT β - ε                 (Eqn 1) 

3.4.2 Deterministic model (xTβ) attributing biomass to environmental drivers 

Temperature, precipitation and soil properties are considered to be the most important 

variables that may explain spatial biomass variation across the whole QTP (Luo et al., 

2004; Sun et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2009). In addition, elevation can account for 

microclimatic variation and influence grassland biomass (Fisk et al., 1998). Therefore 

these environmental variables were used to estimate potential biomass. 

We used each environmental variable’s Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) to quantify 

co-linearity between variables. VIFs are positive values representing the overall 

correlation of each predictor with all others in a model. Generally, VIF >10 indicate 

“severe” co-linearity (Neter et al., 1996; Smith et al., 2009). In the end, six 

environmental variables including temperature, precipitation, available soil nitrogen, 
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total soil phosphorus, soil organic matter, elevation (Table 3.1) and eco-regions 

(multi-level factor) were used to develop a multiple linear regression model to predict 

potential biomass. The VIF of selected environmental variables was 2.4 showing low 

co-linearity.  

A bootstrapping method was applied when estimating model coefficients to avoid 

spatial dependency in the training data (de Jong et al., 2013). Five thousand samples 

were randomly selected from 13574 observations to estimate model coefficients. 

Three-quarter the samples were used for model calibration and one-quarter of samples 

were used for model validation. This sampling step was repeated five thousand times 

to include all data into the model. The relative Root-Mean-Square Errors (rRMSEs 

(%)), that is the ratio between RMSE and the mean of actual biomass, were averaged 

to estimate model accuracy. Finally, model coefficients were averaged to estimate 

environmental-driven biomass at the 10 km scale. In addition, to quantify the relative 

contribution of each variable to biomass, the relative importance of each 

environmental variables in the multiple linear regressions was investigated using 

hierarchical variation partitioning as implemented in the R package relaimpo 

(Grömping, 2006) (Table 3.1). 

3.4.3 Spatial process (h) and residuals (ε) 

We used a Gaussian random field (GRF) to model the spatial patterns of unexplained 

effects (de Jong et al., 2013). A GRF is described by three elements: 1) a mean 

function, 2) a range that determines the length scale of the spatial dependency and 3) a 

sill that determines the marginal variance. The estimated parameter set was used to 

model the spatial field h. The detailed description of the model can be found in de 

Jong et al. (2013). Based on our assumption, the modeled spatial patterns are 

correlated to human activities. We further tested the spatial patterns (h) for 

correlations with the human-influenced variable livestock density at the county level. 

The residual component ε contains the remaining spatial variation of biomass that was 

neither captured by the environmental variables (fixed-effects components fitted in 

the first step) nor by the spatial process (random-effect components fitted in the 

second step). In the ideal case, these residuals are spatially uncorrelated (de Jong et al., 

2013). This component may contain small-scale human interventions (de Jong et al., 

2013; Zhou et al., 2001). To find out whether potential small-scale human 

interventions could be visible, we also related the residuals to the human-influence 
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variable livestock density (county level). 

 
Figure 3.3. Three scenarios of relationships between distance to settlements and grassland biomass: 1 

(orange) – biomass decreases near settlements potentially showing a negative human influence on 

biomass, 2 (blue) – no clear human influence on biomass and 3 (green) – biomass increases near 

settlements suggesting a positive human influence on biomass. All scenarios hold up to a certain 

distance (8 km) after which the relationship between biomass and distance tends to be negative (see 

Figure 3A.1). 
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Figure 3.4. The human influential distances on the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (a) and their distribution 

(b). The distances were calculated for local areas using breakpoints analysis in R (see Methods). The 

histogram shows that the average human influential distance is about 8 km.  

 
Figure 3.5. Flowchart displaying data and methods used to map the influence of human activities on 

biomass at 10 km and 500 m scales. 

Table 3.1 Environmental variable’s Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) and their relative importance for 

explaining biomass 

Parameter Unit VIF Relative importance 
Elevation m 3.95 0.32 

Precipitation mm 2.59 0.23 
Available N g/100g 2.78 0.23 

Soil organic matter g/100g 2.62 0.13 
Temperature � 2.30 0.06 

Total P g/100g 1.57 0.03 
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3.4.4 Model for human-influenced variation of biomass at the 500 m scale 

At the 500 m scale, we used distance to settlements as a proxy of human-influence 

intensity. Distances to watering points or settlements have been widely used as 

proxies for grazing intensity in various grassland systems with long pastoral histories 

(Fernandez-Gimenez and Allen-Diaz, 2001; Manthey and Peper, 2010; Wang et al., 

2017). On the QTP, the grazing pressure increased over the past three decades near to 

the settlements because pasture management was transferred from nomadic to semi-

nomadic pastoralism or privatized (Meyer et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017). Therefore, 

areas closer to settlements experience more intensive human activities, including 

higher grazing density, construction work and tourism activities.  

Human influences on biomass were analyzed within 8 km neighborhoods around 

settlements at a spatial resolution of 500 m based on previous findings that human 

influence can be neglected beyond 8 km on the QTP (Liu et al., 2006; Wang et al., 

2015). This limit was determined in a breakpoint analysis (see next paragraph). 

Human activities of grazing, trampling and infrastructure near settlements can directly 

influence grassland biomass by removal or disturbance, although this may be 

conterbalanced by compensatory regrowth. Within the range of distances from 0–8 

km, a positive correlation between biomass and distance to settlements indicates that 

biomass is lower near settlements, which suggests a negative human influence on 

biomass. In contrast, a negative correlation indicates that biomass is higher near 

settlements, suggesting a positive human influence on biomass. If biomass stays 

stable along distance to settlements this indicates that human activities do not have a 

profound influence on biomass. However, beyond the limit distance of 8 km to 

settlements, the direct human influence on grassland biomass should be small (Liu et 

al., 2006). Nevertheless, biomass may tend to decrease beyond the limit distance 

because people avoid areas where potential biomass is low due to harsh 

environmental conditions (Figure 3A.1). Figure 3.3 illustrates the above scenarios of 

changes of biomass along distance to settlements. A supplementary video shows 

examples of changes of biomass along distance to settlements 

(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969719303705), where a 

turning point can be observed showing the potential human influential distance and 

indicating a breakpoint in the relationship between biomass and distance to 

settlements. The influence of human activities on biomass at the 500 m scale was 

mapped based on these scenarios. 
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In order to find the specific human influential distance, the breakpoints function and F 

statistics test in the R package strucchange were applied (Zeileis et al., 2003), which 

have been widely used for detecting and monitoring structural changes in (linear) 

regression models (Zeileis et al., 2003). We configured the algorithm to detect the one 

most influential breakpoint for each pixel using a moving-window method. We 

assumed that the maximum human influential distance could be as large as 15 km, 

according to the 12 km of human influential distance reported from an area in the east 

of the QTP (Liu et al., 2006). The detected breakpoint distances were averaged across 

all pixels to get a single estimate for the entire QTP. This yielded the above-

mentioned limit distance of 8 km to settlements beyond which direct human influence 

related to settlements could no longer be detected (Figure 3.4). 

To detect the spatial variation of human influence on biomass at the 500 m scale, a 

moving-window method was applied between distance to settlements and biomass. 

Specifically, we used local Pearson moving-window regression to show positive and 

negative influences of human activities on biomass. The selected window size with a 

radius of 8 km for the local Pearson regression was based on the breakpoint analysis 

explained above. The area covered by settlements has no biomass value and was 

therefore excluded from the analysis, that is, the human influential distance was 

calculated to the boundary of a settlement, not an inside point. We finally linked the 

local Pearson correlation coefficients that represent the human-influenced spatial 

patterns at the 500 m scale with livestock density. Figure 3.5 summarizes all data and 

processing steps as a flowchart. 

3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Spatial variation in biomass attributed to environmental drivers at the 10 

km scale 

The biomass data derived from the Landsat-8 NDVI data showed a decreasing 

gradient from the east to the west of the QTP and additionally varied strongly within 

the gradient (Figure 3.6a). The overall spatial variation in biomass across the QTP 

was decomposed into three parts: 1) variation explained by environmental variables 

(Figure 3.6b), 2) variation due to spatial autocorrelation unexplained by 

environmental variables but potentially correlated with variation in human influences 

(Figure 3.6c and Section 4.2) and 3) residual variation neither explained by 
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environmental variables nor by spatial autocorrelation (Figure 3A.2). 

The model developed from environmental variables including climatic variables, soil 

properties, topographical variables and eco-regions explained 70% (coefficients of 

determination R2 = 0.70) of the spatial biomass variation with an accuracy of 27% as 

measured by the rRMSE. The biomass predicted by these environmental variables 

clearly showed the decreasing trend towards the west described in the previous 

paragraph. Among different environmental variables, elevation played the most 

important role in explaining biomass variation, followed by precipitation and soil 

available nitrogen (Table 3.1). The relatively lower importance of temperature than 

elevation was probably due to the higher temperature but low biomass in the Qaidam 

basin, which was opposite to the general trend of decreasing temperature and biomass 

along increasing elevation (Figure 3A.3).  

The biomass predicted by environmental variables shows a sharp transition from high 

to low biomass along the east-to-west gradient (Figure 3.6b). This sharp transition 

was caused by eco-region boundaries and showed the relevance of including eco-

regions in the model. 

3.5.2 Spatial variation in biomass potentially due to human-influence at the 10 

km scale 

The random effects component accounting for spatial autocorrelation in biomass at 

the 10 km scale, which could not be attributed to variation in environmental variables 

was potentially related to variation in human influences. This spatial autocorrelation 

component accounts for 16% of the spatial variation of biomass. Negative spatial 

autocorrelations in biomass values occurred on the northern part of Qinghai-lake and 

in the southern part of the QTP. Positive spatial autocorrelations were mainly found in 

the eastern part of the QTP (Figure 3.6c). Both the positive and the negative 

autocorrelations were clearer in the eastern part of the QTP where human activities 

are more intense (Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.6c). A weak positive correlation (R2 = 0.1) 

was found between the spatial autocorrelation in biomass and the human-influence 

variable livestock density (Figure 3.7). No further correlation was found between 

residuals and livestock density (Figure 3A.4). 

3.5.3 Human-influenced spatial patterns of biomass at the 500 m scale 

The influences of human activities on biomass at the 500 m scale were mapped by 

analyzing biomass along distance to settlements using a moving window radius of 8 
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km. The map (Figure 3.8) shows both biomass decreases and biomass increases near 

settlements, indicating positive and negative human influences. Strong negative 

signals were detected in the Yellow River–Huangshui River Valley and around the 

southeastern part of Qinghai-lake, Xinghai and Tongde counties (Figure 3.8 (1)), in 

the Yarlung Zangbo River valley and in the central Tibetan counties of 

Doilungdeeqeen, Lasa and Dagze (Figure 3.8 (3)). In all these areas biomass 

decreased with proximity to settlements. Positive signals were detected for example in 

the southeastern part of the QTP, i.e. Baima and Jigzhi counties, where the biomass 

increased with proximity to settlements (Figure 3.8 (2)). 

Across the QTP, positive signals, i.e. higher biomass values closer to settlements, 

occurred in areas with low livestock density at the 10 km scale. In contrast, the 

negative signals were correlated with high livestock density, and prevailing negative 

signals were detected when the regional livestock density was higher than about 22 

livestock units per square kilometer (Figure 3.9), even though these regions are also 

the ones with more productive ecosystems (Figure 3A.5). In general, biomass was 

actually larger near settlements in areas with low livestock density, whereas biomass 

was lower near settlements in more productive areas with higher livestock density. 
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Figure 3.6. Observed biomass using Landsat-8 NDVI vegetation index (a). Biomass predicted using 

environmental variables (b). Spatial autocorrelation of biomass that could not be explained by 

environmental variables but possibly human-influence variables (c). Positive hotspots of human 

influences are indicated with numbers. The circle represents a positive hotspot with a positive human 

influence at the 500 m scale (Figure 3.7), whereas the two squares represent positive hotspots with a 

negative human influence at the 500 m scale. 

	�	
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Figure 3.7. Scatterplot between human-influenced spatial pattern of grassland biomass (y) and 

livestock density (x). 

 
Figure 3.8. Correlation coefficients between biomass and distance to settlements (within 8 km) at grid 

cells of 500 m × 500 m (top left panel). A positive correlation shows biomass decreases near 

settlements and indicates negative human influences and vise versa. Some hotspots of negative and 

positive human influences area are shown in panels (1), (2), (4).  
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Figure 3.9. Scatterplot between human-influenced spatial biomass pattern at the 500 m scale (y) and 

livestock density at the 10 km scale (x). Note that a negative correlation between local biomass and 

distance to settlements, i.e. higher biomass close to settlements reflects a positive human influence 

(green dots), and vise versa. The human-influenced spatial biomass pattern was averaged per county 

and then regressed on the livestock density per county. The dashed line indicates the division between 

positive and negative human influences on local biomass. 

3.6 Discussion 

3.6.1 Spatial variation in biomass attributed to environmental drivers at the 10 

km scale  

The model developed from environmental variables explained most of the spatial 

variation of biomass (70%). Uncertainties of the model might stem from the limited 

number of environmental variables used and uncertainties within the environmental 

variable data, which might affect the potential biomass estimation accuracy. The 

influence of environmental variables such as soil moisture, soil temperature ( X. 

Wang et al., 2016) and solar radiation (Piao et al., 2006) on biomass has become more 

important to affect biomass on the QTP under climate change, which should be 

considered in the future studies. Nevertheless, the environmental variables estimated 

the potential biomass without the inference of human activities. The difference 

between the potential biomass and actual biomass are here assumed to be linked with 

human-influenced variables (Haberl et al., 2007; Pan et al., 2017). 
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3.6.2 Human-influenced spatial patterns of biomass at the 10 km scale across 

the whole QTP 

A continuing increase in intensity and diversity of human activities exerts spatially 

heterogeneous influences on grasslands on the QTP. The spatial patterns of human 

influence on grassland are unknown on the QTP, which are important to understand 

how different human activities are impacting the ecosystems and how ecosystems 

respond to environmental change. We mapped spatial patterns at two spatial scales 

and studied whether the patterns can be explained by livestock grazing density. 

At the 10 km scale, we found that livestock density was positively correlated with the 

human-influenced spatial patterns of grassland biomass, which indicated that at large 

scale grazing and biomass have a positive relationship. The QTP has served as 

pastoral land for thousands of years (Klein et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2017). Grassland 

ecosystems can become adapted to grazing (Miehe et al., 2009) and major plant 

species are grazing-resilient (Miehe et al., 2013, 2011). Moderate grazing intensity 

can promote nutrient recycling and ecosystem production (Lu et al., 2017; Luo et al., 

2012). Consistent with these finding, we observed that the potential biomass predicted 

using only environmental variables was lower than the biomass estimated from the 

satellite data especially in the eastern part of the QTP, where livestock grazing is the 

common land use. Appropriate grazing management can affect species composition 

and facilitate mineral uptake and hydrological processes (Schrama et al., 2013). These 

effects potentially boost the biomass production, especially in ecosystems that are 

more productive and more resilient to grazing (Milchunas and Lauenroth, 1993; Wang 

and Wesche, 2016), which seems to be the case in the eastern and the southeastern 

part of the QTP (Figure 3.6c). In summary, positive grazing effects might explain the 

positive correlation between livestock density and human-influenced spatial patterns 

in grassland biomass. The opposite causality, i.e. that livestock density is higher 

where biomass — unexplained by environmental variables — is higher, seems less 

plausible unless these higher biomass values were caused by unmeasured 

environmental variables. 

Except for livestock grazing effects, other human activities including ongoing 

ecosystem restoration projects and infrastructure development might explain potential 

human-influenced spatial pattern in grassland biomass (Fig. 6 (b)). This is especially 

the case in the eastern and central areas of the QTP where human activities of land-

use changes and grazing density are more widespread and more intense (S. Li et al., 
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2017), whereas in the northwestern part of the QTP human activities are less 

widespread and less intense (Figure 3.2).  

3.6.3 Human-influenced spatial patterns of biomass at the 500 m scale 

The mobility of pastoralists has decreased and they have become more sedentary 

across the Africa, the Asia, the Middle East and the Americas (Sayre et al., 2017), 

which leads to increased grazing intensity near settlements (Batjargal, 1997; 

Vanselow et al., 2012). Distance to settlements could potentially serve as a proxy of 

human-influence intensity in pastoral ecosystems (Fernandez-Gimenez and Allen-

Diaz, 2001; Manthey and Peper, 2010), including the QTP (Wang et al., 2017). Thus, 

recent studies report that livestock-grazing pressure has been increased around 

settlements on the QTP (Dorji et al., 2013; Hafner et al., 2012; Lehnert et al., 2014b). 

Here we analyzed how distance to settlements served as a proxy of human-influence 

intensity correlated with grassland biomass across the entire QTP. 

Increased biomass closer to settlements might suggest positive grazing effects, 

including effects of increased input of nutrients with cattle manure (Lehnert et al., 

2014a). On the other hand, implemented ecosystem restoration projects may also 

contribute to increased biomass near settlements in some areas, for example in the 

area of south Sanjiangyuan Jigzhi and Baima County, where positive biomass signals 

close to settlements were observed (Figure 3.8 (4) and previous studies of Cai et al., 

2015; Xu et al., 2011). However, negative biomass signals close to human settlements 

were observed in the Xinghai and Tongde County in spite of ecosystem restoration 

projects in these areas (Figure 3.8 (1)). 

Typically, reduced biomass near settlements is taken as an indication of negative 

human influences due to overgrazing (Hafner et al., 2012). Overgrazing can lead to 

the reduction of vegetative cover and soil erosion (Papanastasis, 2009; Thornes, 2007), 

which might be the case in the two regions of the Yarlung Zangbo River valley and 

the Yellow River-Huangshui River Valley, where we observed negative biomass 

signals close to human settlements (Figure 3.8). These regions are characterized by 

high human population density, livestock-grazing intensity, land use and 

infrastructure pressure (S. Li et al., 2017). Overgrazing could be one of the main 

reasons for negative biomass signals near settlements, which is supported by the fact 

that these negative signals occurred mainly in areas with high livestock density 

(Figure 3.9). 
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The influence of grazing on ecosystem degradation on the QTP is still a topic of 

debate. Some studies found that heavy grazing causes severe rangeland degradation or 

even desertification (Song et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012), whereas other studies 

found that grazing improved forage quality and extended the growing season (Chen et 

al., 2013; Harris, 2010; Klein et al., 2007). In this study, we argue that both situations 

occur on the QTP, depending on the study area and the study scale. Across the whole 

QTP, grazing is positively related to biomass production at the 10 km scale. However, 

because of the limited mobility of local herders (Wang et al., 2017), overgrazing 

occurs near settlements in areas with high livestock density. The overgrazed area 

might be more vulnerable and more sensitive to climate change, which requires 

further attention in future ecosystem protection projects. 

However, the changes of biomass with distance to settlements may also be influenced 

by other, unmeasured human-influence variables than only by grazing intensity and it 

may furthermore interact with other environmental variables such as soil properties 

(Papanastasis, 2009). Therefore, the observed spatial patterns need further 

understanding and validation by combining detailed human activity-indicators with 

environmental variables. In addition, our study is a single snapshot in time, assessing 

the human-influenced spatial patterns in grassland biomass in 2015. Future studies 

should also assess changes over time in these human-influenced spatial patterns. 

3.7 Conclusions  
Increased human-influenced activities including livestock grazing and township 

development exert spatially complex influences on grassland biomass on the QTP. 

Our study on spatial variation of human influences on grassland biomass on the QTP 

helps us to understand how these ecosystems may respond to environmental change. 

At the 10 km scale across the whole QTP, we estimated spatial variation of human-

influenced biomass by measuring the difference between the potential aboveground 

biomass without the interference of human actives and actual biomass estimated from 

the remote sensing data. We found both positive and negative human-influenced 

spatial patterns across the whole QTP. These patterns positively linked to the 

livestock density at the county level. At the 500 m scale, we analyzed the human 

influence on grassland biomass as a function of distance to settlements, used as a 

proxy of human-influence intensity. This was done because the socioeconomic 

changes of privatization of pastureland and of sedentarization of nomadic herders was 
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assumed to have increased livestock grazing and other pressures near settlements. We 

detected hotspots where the biomass decreased or increased towards settlements 

within a radius of 8 km, indicating both negative and positive human influences on 

biomass. In particular, we found that biomass decreased near settlements in areas with 

high livestock density at county level. Overall, our study showed both positive and 

negative human influences on grassland biomass at two spatial scales, demonstrating 

the complexity of the relationship between human-influence intensity and grassland 

biomass, leading to large spatial variation in the relationship across the entire QTP. 

As a broad generalization we conclude that livestock grazing so far had positive 

effects on grassland biomass across the whole QTP but overgrazing near settlements 

now represents a threat to the future biomass production and stability of these 

ecosystems. 

3.8 Appendix   

 
Figure 3A.1 Scatterplot between biomass and distance to settlements on the QTP, the biomass value 

was averaged within per kilometer. 
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Figure 3A.2 Residuals component that is spatially uncorrelated  

 

 
Figure 3A.3 scatterplot between biomass and elevation (up) and temperature (down). The graph shows 

that the elevation could better explain biomass variation. The low correlation between temperature and 

biomass was probably due to the higher temperature but low biomass in the Qaidam basin. 
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Figure 3A.4 Scatterplot between residual components (y) and livestock density (x) 

 
Figure 3A.5 Scatterplot between biomass and livestock density at the country level across the QTP. 

The livestock density is higher where biomass is higher. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Arid grassland ecosystems undergo degradation because of increasing environmental 

and human pressures. Degraded grasslands show vegetation cover reduction and soil-

patch development, leading to grassland fragmentation and changes in spatial 

heterogeneity. In this study, we hypothesized that vegetation cover, its spatial 

heterogeneity and changes thereof over time can identify grassland development and 

degradation stages. To test the hypothesis, we studied these attributes from 2000–

2016 and related them to previously described degradation categories in the eastern 

Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP) in 2004. 

We found that lower vegetation cover does not always indicate a more severe 

degradation; instead, higher spatial heterogeneity is a better correlate of degradation. 

Combined temporal changes in grassland cover and its spatial heterogeneity are 

related to literature-defined degradation categories. We found that grassland areas in 

the eastern QTP have moved into new degradation stages from 2000–2016 using 

changes in grassland cover and its spatial heterogeneity as indicators. The normalized 

difference vegetation index (NDVI) as a proxy for grassland cover declined over time 

in the literature-defined degraded areas but increased in the desert areas from 2000–

2016. Spatial heterogeneity generally increased across different degradation 

categories from 2000–2016; however, this increase was less pronounced in severely 

degraded and slightly deserted areas. Our newly defined degradation categories in 

2016 included degradation, desertification, and improving categories. Across our 

study area 63% were classified as degraded and 2% at risk of desertification; 35% 

classified as improving and re-growing occurred in higher-elevation or previously 

severely degraded grassland. Our study demonstrates that a combination of changes in 

grassland cover and in its spatial heterogeneity can be used to map grassland 

degradation stages and as an early-warning signal to indicate desertification threats. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Human activities and climate change are causing ecosystem degradation, especially in 

arid ecosystems where degradation has affected the livelihood of a large part of the 

world’s population (Berdugo et al., 2017; Kéfi et al., 2007). Arid-ecosystem 

degradation is commonly characterized by vegetation fragmentation interspersed with 

small bare-soil patches at the early stage of degradation and eventually large bare soil-

patch development that potentially leads to desertification with increasing 

environmental and human pressure (Bestelmeyer et al., 2013; Kéfi et al., 2007). 

Vegetation fragmentation and bare soil-patch development result in changes in 

vegetation cover and spatial heterogeneity, which have been used as indicators of 

arid-ecosystem degradation (Kéfi et al., 2014, 2007; Lin et al., 2010; Maestre and 

Escudero, 2009; Rietkerk et al., 2004), and may even serve as early-warning signals 

of desertification in drylands (Berdugo et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2010; Maestre and 

Escudero, 2009; Rietkerk et al., 2004). 

Grassland ecosystems of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP) have been degraded, as 

reflected by the increasing number and size of “black soil patches” and increase in 

non-edible and poisonous plants (Cai et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2008; 

Wang et al., 2015). This ecosystem degradation resulted in soil erosion, rangeland 

productivity reduction (Dong et al., 2013), and hydrological disturbances (Harris, 

2010). Severe degradation occurred in the “Three-River Headwaters” region (X. Li et 

al., 2018), the source region of Asia’s major rivers Yangtze, Yellow River and 

Mekong in the eastern part of the QTP (Figure 4.1). Degraded ecosystems have 

caused soil erosion and reduced water quality in this region that are threatening the 

livelihoods of a large part of the world’s population, especially people living in 

downstream areas depending on freshwater coming from the QTP (Lehnert et al., 

2014; Liang et al., 2013). 
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Figure 4.1. Map of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau indicating main grassland vegetation types and major rivers and 
lakes. Our study area of the “Three-River Headwaters” region on the eastern part of QTP is indicated by the black 
outline. Inset indicates elevation data of the extended area based on the NASA Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission 
(SRTMVersion 4) (Farr et al., 2007). 
 

For the above reasons, monitoring grassland degradation stages on the QTP is 

important for sustainable ecosystem management. Previous researchers have studied 

soil organic matter, species composition, plant production, number of small-mammals, 

and plant cover to identify different levels of moderate, severe and extreme 

degradation in the field (Guo and Wang, 2013; Wang et al., 2010; Feng et al., 2005; 

Wang et al., 2010). However, these field studies were focused on small areas and 

therefore providing limited insights in grassland degradation stages on a larger scale. 

Such a large-scale assessment, however, can be achieved using satellite data. 

Vegetation cover and changes therein have been considered as indicators of 

degradation levels by interpreting satellite images from different years (Fassnacht et 

al., 2015; X. L. Li et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2008). Both, positive (Zhang et al., 2014; 

Zhong et al., 2010) and negative trends have been reported in past decades (Song et 

al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011). However, these studies were limited in both spatial and 

temporal scale, and the importance of changes in grassland spatial heterogeneity has 

not been considered for many remote-sensing applications. In this study, we 
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hypothesized that vegetation cover; its spatial heterogeneity and changes thereof over 

time can identify grassland development and degradation stages. To test the 

hypothesis, we studied these attributes from 2000–2016 and related them to 

previously described degradation-level categories in the “Three-River Headwaters” 

region (Liu et al., 2008). We further used the changes in vegetation cover and spatial 

heterogeneity to derive new degradation categories for 2016. 

4.3 Data 

Grassland cover and its spatial heterogeneity can be derived from the satellite data of 

the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) for large spatial extents. We 

used the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) bidirectional 

reflectance distribution function (BRDF) Adjusted Reflectance (MCD43A4) product 

(Schaaf et al., 2002). This product has removed view angle effects and minimized 

cloud and aerosol contaminations (Xulu et al., 2018). The MCD43A4 NDVI product 

is available every 8 days and has a spatial resolution of 500 m. 

Road network data from OpenStreetMap (Haklay and Weber, 2008) and river network 

data extracted from hydrological data (HydroSHEDS: Hydrological data and maps 

based on SHuttle Elevation Derivatives at multiple Scales) (Lehner et al., 2008) were 

used to mask higher spatial heterogeneity value caused by roads and rivers. Elevation 

data were obtained from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) Version 4 (Farr et al., 2007). 

A grassland degradation-categories dataset (Figure 4A.1) covering the study area for 

2004 (Liu et al., 2008) was used as a reference to classify changes in NDVI and 

spatial heterogeneity into new degradation categories for 2016. Grassland cover and 

vegetation-patch size were used for the 2004 grassland-degradation classification 

along with field photos, topography maps, land-use maps, and vegetation-type maps 

(Liu et al., 2008). The authors classified grasslands into (1) areas without degradation, 

(2) areas with grassland fragmentation, (3) desertification/salinization, (4) cover 

decline, (5) drying swamp, and (6) areas with improving grasslands. Each degradation 

category had been subdivided into the three intensity levels slight, medium, and 

severe. In this study, we focus on the first three categories (no degradation, grassland 

fragmentation, and desertification/salinization) that are characteristic for soil-patch 

development and together account for 90% of the study area. We refer to these three 

categories as (1) non-degraded, (2) degraded and (3) desertified. 
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4.4 Methods 

4.4.1 Grassland spatial heterogeneity 

Fragmentation of grassland with bare-soil patches causes spatially discontinuous 

grassland cover and therefore possibly increased spatial heterogeneity. Grassland 

cover and its spatial heterogeneity can be measured from satellite data for large spatial 

extents. The NDVI spectral index was introduced to map vegetation cover (Kennedy, 

1989; F. Li et al., 2014; Purevdorj et al., 1998; Tucker, 1979). NDVI is a well-

developed and easily available product from MODIS and widely used for monitoring 

grassland cover on the QTP (Gao et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013). The coefficient of 

variation (CV) of NDVI within a 3 x 3-pixel moving-window of 1500 x 1500 m was 

calculated to represent spatial heterogeneity of vegetation cover, which is a leading 

indicator of ecosystem heterogeneity (Carpenter and Brock, 2006) and spatial 

variance (Kéfi et al., 2014). 

In this study, we assessed grassland heterogeneity in terms of the spatial distribution 

of vegetation and bare-soil patches. On the QTP such patches can be observed from a 

fine spatial scale of 0.5 m up to larger scales of 1.5 km (Figure 4.2) depending on 

topography, soil properties and vegetation types (Chen et al., 2017). Considering the 

patch size and grid size of satellite images, measuring spatial heterogeneity at 1.5 km 

scale is reasonable for detecting grassland heterogeneity for our purpose of large-scale 

degradation mapping. The corresponding 3 x 3-pixel moving window provides nine 

NDVI samples with a grid size of 500 m, which is statistically sufficient to calculate 

the coefficient of variation. Furthermore, a 3 x 3-pixel window size allows to capture 

the locality of the spatial heterogeneity as the output of spatial heterogeneity becomes 

spatially smoother with increasing window size. High spatial heterogeneity around 

rivers and roads may not indicate degradation as commonly understood but represent 

more heterogeneous land-cover types. We identified these using buffers of river and 

road networks and excluded them when calculating the CV of NDVI. In the end, all 

land-cover types other than grasslands were masked out. 

4.4.2 Temporal changes in NDVI and spatial heterogeneity  

The median NDVI and its CV within 3 x 3-pixel moving windows during the growing 

season (June–September) were calculated for each year from 2000–2016. We applied 

linear regression to analyze their change trends over this period, which is the most 

common method to study long-term changes in vegetation greenness and cover (de 
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Jong et al., 2011; Piao et al., 2005). To analyze and visualize differences of NDVI and 

spatial heterogeneity among degradation categories identified by the literature, we 

calculated their means and plotted their distributions. Both significant values of 

changes in NDVI and in its spatial heterogeneity were extracted for the above analysis 

(Figure 4A.2). 

4.4.3 Combining temporal changes in NDVI and spatial heterogeneity to map 

new degradation categories for 2016 

Our study is based on the hypothesis that the combination of changes in NDVI and in 

its spatial heterogeneity can be used to identify grassland development and 

degradation stages. This hypothesis is based on the fact that soil patches have 

developed in the degraded grassland in the study area. The soil patches can be 

observed both in the field and from satellites (Figure 4.2 (a-c)). The development of 

soil patches results in increased spatial heterogeneity from intact to degraded 

grassland (Figure 4A.3) but decreased spatial heterogeneity in severely degraded 

grassland or in the stage of desertification (Figure 4A.3). The grassland cover does 

not always decline with degradation level in the case of invasive species. The invasive 

species increase vegetation cover but indicate degradation because the species are 

unpalatable for livestock or even toxic (Figure 4.2 (d)). Therefore, the changes in 

vegetation cover and spatial heterogeneity are not linearly correlated with degradation 

level but the combination of the two variables can indicate different degradation 

stages. In the following we introduce our hypothesis in detail. 

4.4.3.1 Increases in NDVI and decreases in spatial heterogeneity combined 

represent improving conditions 

The increase of NDVI and decrease of spatial heterogeneity indicate that grasslands 

become more productive and homogeneous, indicating improving conditions (Figure 

4A.3 (a)). 

4.4.3.2 Increases in NDVI and spatial heterogeneity combined represent re-

growing conditions or slight degradation 

Combined increases in NDVI and spatial heterogeneity may indicate two different 

cases. In desert or non-vegetated regions where average NDVI is normally lower than 

0.2 (Piao et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013) increases in NDVI and in its spatial 

heterogeneity reflect regrowth of vegetation. In vegetated areas (NDVI > 0.2) 
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increases in spatial heterogeneity typically are related to the development of bare-soil 

patches (X. L. Li et al., 2014). Increases in NDVI can be correlated with the 

colonization of vegetation patches by invasive species that are characteristic of higher 

plant cover compared with native species Kobresia pygmaea (Milton and Siegfried, 

1994; Wang et al., 2015) (Figure 4.2 (d)). The invasive species are not favored by 

domestic livestock and therefore result in a reduction of grassland forage quality. 

Therefore, increases in NDVI combined with increases in its spatial heterogeneity can 

be a sign of initial or slight degradation. 

4.4.3.3 Decreases in NDVI and increases in spatial heterogeneity combined 

represent medium degradation 

In fragmented grasslands, the bare-soil patches increase in number and size with 

increasing environmental and grazing pressures, which further increases the spatial 

heterogeneity and reduces the vegetation cover, and therefore result in negative NDVI 

trends. Therefore decreases in NDVI and increases in spatial heterogeneity lead to 

medium levels of degradation (Figure 4A.3 (b)). 

4.4.3.4 Decreases in NDVI and decreases in spatial heterogeneity combined 

represent severe degradation or desertification 

Vegetation-patch sizes decrease and bare-soil patches become larger and connected as 

degradation becomes more severe (Figure 4A.3 (c and d)); this is reflected in reduced 

vegetation cover and spatial heterogeneity. In the sparsely vegetated area where 

vegetation cover is relatively low (NDVI < 0.2), combined decreases in NDVI and 

spatial heterogeneity indicate that vegetation shifts from a patchy stage to bare soil, 

i.e. the stage of desertification (Milton and Siegfried, 1994; Ma et al. 1999; Rietkerk 

et al., 2004). 

Examples of invasive species and degraded grasslands with bare-soil patches at 

different scales are displayed in Figure 4.2. We summarize the above characteristics 

of grassland development and degradation stages with the decision tree shown in 

Figure 4.3. Here we use this decision tree for assigning areas with particular NDVI 

mean and CV trends to the six new degradation categories 
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Figure 4.2 Example images of degraded grasslands. a) and b): pictures of fragmented grassland with bare-soil 

patches at Zekog, Zequ county in July 2015 and at Bange County in August 2016, respectively. c): satellite image 

of fragmented grassland representing grassland heterogeneity at larger scale in Madoi county (Sentinel-2 image ID: 

20160819T040552_20160819T093629). The image was extracted from the Google Earth Engine platform. (d): 

picture showing that invasive species might strengthen the NDVI signal but reduce grassland forage quality at 

Naqu on 8 August 2016. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Flowchart for defining new degradation categories in 2016 based on linear trends of NDVI and spatial 

heterogeneity (measured as CV of NDVI in 3 x 3-pixel moving windows of 1500 x 1500 m). For further details see 
section 3.3 and the discussion in section 5.2. 

NDVI decrease NDVI increase 

NDVI linear trend 
in 2000 - 2016 

CV increase CV decrease CV decrease CV increase 

Slight
degradation

Improving
conditions

Severe 
degradation  Desertification Medium

degradation Regrowing

slope < 0 slope > 0

CV slope < 0 CV slope > 0 CV slope > 0 CV slope < 0

NDVI < 0.2 NDVI > 0.2 NDVI < 0.2NDVI > 0.2
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4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Linking grassland cover and spatial heterogeneity to degradation levels 

 
Figure 4.4. Spatial heterogeneity of grasslands in the “Three-River Headwaters” region of the QTP in 2016. Spatial 
heterogeneity was calculated as the CV of NDVI within a 3 x 3-pixel moving window (with the median NDVI 
value for the growing season from June to September). 

 

We mapped spatial heterogeneity of grassland cover represented by the CV of NDVI 

within a 3 x 3-pixel moving window in an area of 1500 x 1500 m (Figure 4.4). Lower 

spatial heterogeneity was found in the eastern meadow-dominated regions, higher 

spatial heterogeneity in the northwestern steppe-dominated and mountainous regions 

(Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.4). Spatial heterogeneity increased with slope and was lowest 

at medium elevations of 3000–4500 m (Figure 4.5 (a)). 

We analyzed differences in NDVI and its spatial heterogeneity for the different 

degradation categories defined in Liu et al. (2008) (Figure 4.6). We found the mean 

NDVI was lower in non-degraded compared with degraded areas, and higher in 

degraded and severely desertified areas (Figure 4.6 (a)). This shows that the mean 

NDVI was not sufficient to order areas into a monotonic sequence of degradation 

levels. Adding the CV of NDVI, we found higher spatial heterogeneity in more 

severely fragmented and deserted areas (Figure 4.6 (b)). However, it did not show a 

linear trend with the increased literature-derived degradation categories from no 

degradation to severe degradation and desertification. 
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Figure 4.5. Distribution and mean (blue dots) of spatial heterogeneity of grassland cover along elevation (a) and 
slope (b) gradients in 2016. Spatial heterogeneity was calculated as the CV of NDVI within a 3 x 3-pixel moving 
window.  
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Figure 4.6. Grassland cover (NDVI) (a) and spatial heterogeneity (CV of NDVI) (b) in 2004 along increasing 

degradation levels from non-degraded to degraded and desertified categories as defined in Liu et al. (2008). Violin 
bars show the distribution of NDVI and CV, blue dots show the mean of NDVI and CV. 

 

4.5.2 Temporal changes in NDVI and spatial heterogeneity among different 

degradation categories 

NDVI temporal trends over 2000–2016 varied spatially (Figure 4.7 (a)), being 

negative in the central and southern regions (Figure 4.7) and positive in the 

northeastern region of the study area. Spatial heterogeneity showed mainly increasing 

trends from 2000–2016 (Figure 4.7 (b)), with an exception in the northeastern region, 

where it decreased in areas with increasing mean NDVI values (overlapping green 

areas in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b)). Less than 0.01% of the total area showed no 

detectable changes in NDVI and its spatial heterogeneity from 2000–2016. These 

areas were not considered when classifying new degradation categories. Examples of 

time-series analyses of change trends of NDVI and CV from 2000–2016 are shown in 

the supplementary material (Figure 4A.4, Figure 4A.5). 
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Figure 4.7. Linear temporal changes (including significant and non-significant ones) in NDVI (a) and spatial 
heterogeneity (b) from 2000–2016. The changes with only significant values can be found in the supplemented 
Figure 4A.2 
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Figure 4.8. Significant (P < 0.05) linear temporal trends in means (a) and CVs (spatial heterogeneity) (b) of NDVI 
from 2000–2016 along increased degradation levels from non-degraded to fragmented and desertification 
categories defined in Liu et al. (2008). Violin bars show the distribution of NDVI and CV linear trends, blue dots 
show their mean values. 
 

We analyzed changes in NDVI and its spatial heterogeneity in different degradation 

categories as defined in 2004 by Liu et al. (2008). Trends of NDVI and its spatial 

heterogeneity varied between but also largely within the degradation categories. In 

non-degraded areas that accounted for 75.3% of the study region, both decreasing and 

increasing NDVI trends were found, while spatial heterogeneity mostly increased 

(Figure 4.8). In fragmented-grassland areas that covered 10.3% of the entire study 

area, the NDVI mainly decreased and spatial heterogeneity mainly increased. In 

desertification areas, both the NDVI and its spatial heterogeneity generally increased 

(Figure 4.8). Desertification areas are characteristic of low cover and low NDVI. Thus 

combined increases in NDVI and in its spatial heterogeneity over the study period 

may indicate re-growing conditions. Overall, the vegetation cover represented by 

NDVI showed decreasing trends from 2000–2016 in slightly- to medium-fragmented 

areas, which contrasted with the increasing trends in desertification areas. The spatial 

heterogeneity of grassland cover generally increased over time and this increase was 

weakest in severely degraded areas and early stages of desertification, i.e. slightly 

deserted areas (Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.9. Average of significant NDVI trends (a) and trends in spatial heterogeneity (CV of NDVI) (b) along the 
elevation gradient. 

The temporal trends of NDVI and its spatial heterogeneity were found to be elevation-

dependent (Figure 4.9). The NDVI decreased at intermediate elevations and increased 

in lower and higher elevations. The spatial heterogeneity increased in most elevation 

zones except for areas above 5500 m. When correlating the NDVI trends with its 

spatial heterogeneity trends, we found an overall negative correlation between them. 

Increasing NDVI trends occurred both in areas with decreasing and increasing spatial 

heterogeneity. 

4.5.3 Combining temporal changes in NDVI and spatial heterogeneity to map 

new degradation categories for 2016 
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indicated which grassland areas may have moved into new degradation stages over 

the studied time interval. We used these changes to define degradation categories and 

mapped them for 2016 (Figure 4.10). Compared with the earlier study of Liu et al. 

(2008), who classified 75% of the total study area as non-degraded grassland, we 

found that these grasslands have been degraded to different levels. Spatial 

heterogeneity mostly increased from 2000–2016 and NDVI showed both increasing 

and decreasing trends. We interpret the combination of increasing NDVI and 

increasing spatial heterogeneity as indicator of slight degradation in the vegetated 

area, and the combination of decreasing NDVI and increasing spatial heterogeneity as 

indicator of medium degradation in these areas (see Figure 4.3 and section 3.3). 

According to our degradation classification framework, we found that 21% of the 

total study area became slightly degraded and 34% and 8% became medium degraded 

and severely degraded, respectively. These degraded areas mainly occur in meadow-

dominated regions (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.10). Increasing NDVI and decreasing 

spatial-heterogeneity trends showed that grasslands have become more productive and 

less fragmented, indicating improving conditions across 24% of the total study area. 

In the sparsely vegetated areas where NDVI was less than 0.2, increases in NDVI and 

spatial heterogeneity indicated re-growing conditions and these occurred across 11% 

of the total study area (Figure 4.10). In the western part of the study area, on the other 

hand, decreases in NDVI and its spatial heterogeneity indicated that vegetation shifted 

from a patchy stage to bare soil (2% of our study area), indicating risk of 

desertification. 

  
Figure 4.10. Spatial distribution of grassland-development (“re-growing”, “improving”) and degradation (“slight”, 
“medium”, “severe”, “desertification”) categories identified with the classification system presented in Figure 4.3. 
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4.6 Discussion 

4.6.1 Heterogeneity in grassland cover as a degradation indicator  

We found that lower vegetation cover does not always suggest more severe 

degradation of grassland because vegetation cover could actually be higher in some 

degraded areas than in non-degraded areas. Considering that lower vegetation cover is 

a characteristic of grassland ecosystems on the western QTP due to harsh 

environmental conditions, we argue that vegetation cover at one single time is not a 

representative indicator of grassland-degradation level and spatial heterogeneity of 

vegetation cover could be a better degradation indicator on the QTP. Our new 

findings point to limitations of previous degradation assessments based mainly on 

vegetation cover (e.g. X. L. Li et al., 2014). 

We found that in areas identified as severely degraded in a reference study from 2004 

(Liu et al., 2008) the spatial heterogeneity of vegetation cover was generally high, 

suggesting that this measure could be used as an indicator of grassland-degradation 

level. On the QTP the high spatial heterogeneity in degraded grasslands indicates the 

presence of bare-soil patches, likely caused by heavy livestock grazing and small 

mammal activities (Chen et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2007). Heavy grazing has caused 

grassland cover reduction, which facilitates small-mammal activities and the creation 

of bare-soil patches (Wen et al., 2013) and with that the increase of spatial 

heterogeneity. The presence of larger bare-soil patches combined with wind erosion 

can enhance desertification risks (Dong et al., 2009). Such degradation and 

desertification processes are more obvious in steeper areas where soil erosion is 

higher and spatial heterogeneity is also higher (Figure 4.5(b)). However, due to the 

spatial resolution of the satellite data used, small-scale bare-soil patches related to the 

activities of small mammal might not have been easily detected in this study. 

4.6.2 Combining temporal changes in NDVI and spatial heterogeneity to map 

new degradation categories for 2016 

We found that a combination of changes in vegetation cover and in its spatial 

heterogeneity could better indicate grassland degradation levels than vegetation cover 

alone. Existing studies have shown that a negative temporal trend of vegetation 

activity indicates degradation and a positive trend indicates restoration (Z. Wang et 

al., 2016). Based on these criteria, these and other authors concluded that vegetation 

that accounts for 61.2% of the QTP had been recovering (Z. Wang et al., 2016, Fan et 
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al., 2010; Xu et al., 2011). In contrast, we found that a large fraction of the area with 

increasing NDVI also shows increases in spatial heterogeneity, which may indicate an 

early stage of degradation instead of improvement. Invasive species (Zeng et al., 

2013) colonization in degraded grasslands and bare-soils patches might explain the 

increasing spatial heterogeneity and therefore indicate the early stage of grassland 

degradation. These invasive species are generally higher and have larger leaf area 

than indigenous species, which increases the vegetation cover (Figure 4.2) and thus 

NDVI and contributes to changes in spatial heterogeneity. Previously, the decline of 

vegetation cover was commonly used as a degradation indicator. Here we caution that 

if vegetation cover increases due to the invasion of poisonous plant species it can 

actually be a sign of degradation (Liu et al., 2015). We therefore suggest that in 

vegetated areas the increase of spatial heterogeneity is an indicator of the early stage 

of degradation — even if the NDVI shows increasing trends. 

Field investigations of vegetation cover, soil properties (soil organic carbon) and 

species composition have shown that grassland has been degrading on the QTP in the 

past decades (Liu et al., 2018a; Zeng et al., 2013). However, studies based on satellite 

observations showed increasing NDVI trends, which suggested the opposite process 

of grassland recovery and restoration (Z. Wang et al., 2016). We suggest that 

substantial parts of the non-degraded areas in 2004 have been degrading, as suggested 

by the combination of temporal changes in NDVI and its spatial heterogeneity, which 

is more consistent with the results from field studies (Liu et al., 2018a; Zeng et al., 

2013). 

In the slightly and medium-degraded areas in 2004 (Liu et al., 2008), we found that 

NDVI mostly decreased and spatial heterogeneity increased from 2000–2016 (Figure 

4.8), showing that the grasslands have been fragmented and more soil patches have 

developed, therefore indicating more severe degradation. With the increasing 

environmental and grazing pressures, the severely degraded and sparsely vegetated 

areas would have been under risk of desertification with reduced vegetation cover, 

making recovery over short time-scales unlikely (Kéfi et al., 2007). 

Areas that were classified as desertified in 2004 showed an increasing NDVI and 

spatial heterogeneity trend over time (Figure 4.8), suggesting grasslands to be re-

growing. This condition was most apparent in the medium and severely desertified 

areas. Warming and wetter climate and sustainable grazing density might improve 

vegetation growth (Huang et al., 2016), especially climate warming facilitating 
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vegetation growth by reducing growth constraints and increasing photosynthetic rates 

(Peng et al., 2012; X. Wang et al., 2016). This might explain the improving conditions 

indicated by increasing NDVI (Zhang et al., 2014; Zhong et al., 2010) and decreasing 

spatial heterogeneity. 

We found that degraded grasslands were more dominant at elevations of 3500–4500 

m, indicated by increased spatial heterogeneity and decreased vegetation cover, which 

is consistent with a previous study that found more severe degradation in this 

elevation range (Wang et al., 2015). At elevation above 5000 m, we found that the 

NDVI increased and spatial heterogeneity decreased over time, suggesting an 

improvement of grasslands, possibly due to particularly strong warming effects at 

elevations above 5000 m. A previous study found that the warming rate is larger at 

higher elevation, which could enhance vegetation growth in these areas (Liu et al., 

2019). 

Our results suggest that the grasslands in the eastern part of the QTP have undergone 

degradation during the study period. The degradation levels vary depending on 

climate, soils and the regionally different impacts of rangeland management change 

(Wang et al., 2018). Climate change, rodent damage, and human factors such as 

overstocking, population increases and land-use change have been discussed as causes 

of grassland degradation (Harris, 2010; Lehnert et al., 2016; Miehe et al., 2019). 

Specifically, climate variability of rising air temperature combined with declining 

precipitation could be explanations of vegetation cover decline on the QTP (Lehnert 

et al., 2016). Increasing human disturbance via road and township development and 

grassland privatization (S. Li et al., 2018) resulted in grassland loss, furthermore, 

overgrazing in the vicinity of human settlements caused vegetation cover reductions 

(Li et al., 2019). Reduced vegetation cover creates a favorable condition for the 

invasion of pikas, which cause soil-patch development and increases grassland 

degradation (Li et al., 2013). Heavy grazing and intensive pika activity further 

resulted in increases in unpalatable and poisonous weeds (Wen et al., 2013). 

However, many of these are speculative explanations and further research is needed 

on the cause of the here observed grassland degradation on the QTP. 

Defining globally accepted criteria for classifying grassland degradation levels is 

challenging because of the wide range of grassland types and conditions (White et al., 

2000). On the QTP, varying standards and indicator systems have been used to define 

degradation at different spatial scales, resulting in uncertainties about the real 
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situation and trends of grassland degradation (Liu et al., 2018b; Miehe et al., 2019). In 

this study, we propose indicators of defining grassland degradation stages on the 

landscape scale using remote sensing, that is the combination of changes in NDVI and 

in its spatial heterogeneity. The combination of these indicators can better indicate 

grassland degradation and its trends than it was previously possible with NDVI alone. 

Our new indicators may serve as early warning signals for grassland degradation and 

desertification. 

4.7 Conclusion and outlook 
We studied whether vegetation cover, spatial heterogeneity, and their changes can be 

used to define grassland degradation levels in the eastern QTP. We found that a 

combination of changes in vegetation cover and spatial heterogeneity during 2000–

2016 could best indicate previously defined degradation levels (Liu et al., 2008). 

Grassland cover and its spatial heterogeneity have changed in most of the study area, 

indicating that grassland areas have moved into new degradation stages over the 

studied time interval. 

Areas classified as degraded in 2004 generally became more degraded, as suggested 

by decreasing vegetation cover and increasing spatial heterogeneity from 2000–2016, 

due to the reduction of vegetation patch sizes and the increase in the number of bare-

soil patches. However, areas classified as desertified in 2004 showed signs of 

recovery or re-growth, as suggested by increasing vegetation cover and increasing 

spatial heterogeneity. Based on these observations, we define new degradation 

categories for the QTP grasslands in 2016. Our results suggest that large parts of the 

total study area (63%) have undergone at least slight degradation during the study 

period, and 2% of the western part of the study area is at risk of desertification. 

Nevertheless, 24% and 11% of the total study area have been improving or 

recovering, respectively, and these areas are concentrated in high elevation or 

severely degraded grasslands. 

We studied spatial heterogeneity at the 500 m scale, although soil patches occur on 

the QTP at scales varying from less than 0.1 m to more than 500 m. Therefore, 

monitoring changes in spatial heterogeneity at different scales is important for 

understanding how the soil patches relate to the different drivers like small-mammal 

activities. Satellite data with higher resolution such as Landsat (30 m) and Sentinel-2 

(10-20 m) could be used to map and monitor spatial heterogeneity that relates to bare-
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soil patches smaller than 30 m. The proposed indicators for monitoring grassland 

development may also be applicable to other arid ecosystems where the development 

of bare-soil patches also has been widely observed (Aguiar and Sala, 1999; 

Bestelmeyer et al., 2013; Kéfi et al., 2007). 

However, grassland degradation is a complicated process that not only involves 

changes in vegetation cover and spatial heterogeneity, but also changes in soil 

properties and species composition, among other factors (Zhang et al., 2018). 

Therefore, the proposed new indicators for classifying grassland degradation 

categories can only give a broad estimate of the specific situation in a particular area. 

The suggested combination of the above two indicators allows monitoring of 

grassland degradation on a large scale using remote sensing. Future studies should 

focus on different scales to better understand degradation process. For example, 

understanding how soil properties have changed over the past decades, especially how 

permafrost degradation may have contributed to grassland degradation, and what 

drives invasive species encroachment at the field scale will help to more accurately 

predict future grassland degradation risks and develop mitigation strategies. 
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4.8 Appendix 

 
Figure 4A.1 Grassland degradation-level categories in 2004 from the literature(Liu et al., 2008). 

	
Figure 4A.2. Significant linear temporal changes of NDVI (a) and its spatial heterogeneity (b) 

from 2000–2016. 
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Figure 4A.3 Example pictures of grasslands show the change of spatial heterogeneity at different 

degradation stages. The pictures illustrate that the change of spatial heterogeneity is not linear with 

degradation level. The spatial heterogeneity first increases with degradation level and then decreases at 

severe degradation and desertification stages. 

a) Intact grassland showing the typically homogeneous landscape in the northeastern QTP in July 2015.  

b) Degraded grassland with bare-soil patches showing increased spatial heterogeneity in the eastern 

QTP in July 2015.  

c) Severely degraded grassland showing vegetation-patch sizes decrease and bare-soil patches become 

larger and connected at Wudaoliang, Qinghai province in August 2016.  

d) Desertification stage of grassland dominated by bare soil showing decreased spatial heterogeneity at 

Wulan, northeastern QTP in August 2016.  

 

Figure 4A.4. Examples of increasing and decreasing trends of NDVI from 2000–2016 in the central 

(95.782° E, 34.631° N) and northeastern (99.9272° E, 36.1119° N) parts of the study area, respectively. 
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Figure 4A.5 Example of increasing trend of the CV of NDVI from 2000–2016 in the central part of 

study area (95.4793° E, 34.8999° N). 
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5.1 Main findings 
Plants in the alpine grasslands have developed unique strategies to adapt to the harsh 

environments such as low temperature and strong solar radiation. The plant adaptation 

strategies could be reflected by plant traits for example SLA, LDMC and Chlorophyll 

content. Alpine grassland ecosystems along with plant traits are vulnerable and 

sensitive to climate change and land use change. Global warming and increasing 

human activities have caused ecosystem changes including ecosystem degradation, as 

identified by vegetation cover reduction, changes in community composition and soil 

properties. This thesis aims to firstly, map the grassland plant traits at the canopy 

scale for better understanding of plant adaptation strategies; secondly, to map human 

influence on grassland ecosystems at two spatial scales and finally, to monitor 

ecosystem changes and degradation. Here, we review the research questions pointed 

out in the section 1.3.3 together with the Hypotheses. 

RQ1: Can we estimate plant traits at the canopy level from remote sensing data? 

Are remotely-sensed plant traits comparable to the plant traits measured at the 

community level in the field? 

We are able to estimate the plant traits at the canopy scale across the whole QTP 

using high-resolution satellite data and cloud-based computation platform. Chapter 2 

provides an approach to estimate plant traits (Plant Dry Matter Content, Specific Plant 

Area, and Chlorophyll content) at the canopy level. The plant traits estimation was 

based on the fact that leaf-level trait measurements are close to plant-level trait 

measurements for the herbaceous plant in the alpine grasslands. By taking advantage 

of the high resolution of Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 data, we approximate Specific 

Plant Area (SPA = plant area/plant dry mass) and Plant Dry Matter Content (PDMC = 

plant dry mass/plant fresh mass) to Community-Weighted Means (CWMs) of Specific 

Leaf Area (SLA) and Leaf Dry Matter Content (LDMC). The plant traits of CHL, 

SPA, and PDMC could be predicted using satellite data of Sentinel-2 (20 m) and 

Landsat-8 (30 m) as well as the MODIS LAI product (500 m), with R2 of 0.34, 0.22, 

and 0.53, respectively. 

Despite the different measurement methods, we found that the remotely sensed plant 

traits (SPA and PDMC) are comparable to the literature-derived plant traits at the 

community level (CWMs of SLA and LDMC) measured at the field. Both remotely 

sensed and field-measured results showed that alpine meadow plants reveal a wider 
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range and higher averages of CHL and SPA but lower PDMC compared with alpine 

steppe plants. These plant trait differences among vegetation types indicate tradeoffs 

between plant productivity and persistence, describing different plant strategies. 

Chapter 2 is the first time to provide evidences that the remotely sensed plant traits 

are correlated to the field-measured traits at the community level. Satellite 

observations and field measurements have been conducted at different spatial and 

temporal scale, and the weak correlation might be improved if measurements were 

conducted at the same temporal and spatial scale.  

The remotely sensed plant traits reveal a vast spatial variability across the whole QTP, 

showing the large difference in plant trait values even in the same vegetation type. 

This reflects that trait differences are widely influenced by environmental conditions 

and possibly by human influences. The outputs are key to understand ecosystem 

functioning and ecosystem process under environmental change.  

RQ2: Can we map the human influence on grassland ecosystems on the QTP? 

What is the impact of livestock grazing on grasslands at different spatial scales? 

We estimate human influences on ecosystems by modeling the differences between 

potential biomass and actual biomass. The potential biomass is only driven by 

environmental variables without the intervention of human activities therefore 

estimated from the environmental variables at 10-km scale. The actual biomass is 

estimated from the satellite observation and in-situ measurements. We find that the 

modeled human-influenced biomass at the 10-km scale has a weak-positive 

correlation (R2 = 0.1) with grazing intensity. We further map the human influences on 

ecosystems at a local scale of 500 m close to settlements. This is based on the 

background of reduced mobility of pastoralism that exerts increasing pressures on the 

vegetation near to settlements (Wang et al., 2017). We approximate the distance to 

settlements as a proxy of human influence density. We detect hotspots where the 

biomass decreases or increases towards settlements within a radius of 8 km, indicating 

negative or positive human influences on biomass. In particular, we find that biomass 

decreases near settlements in areas with high livestock density at the county level.  

The results suggest opposite grazing effects on biomass at two different spatial scales, 

showing positive grazing at the regional scale of 10 km and negative grazing effects 

at the local scale of 500 m close to settlements, indicating that grazing facilitates 
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biomass growth across the whole QTP (Lu et al., 2017) but overgrazing near 

settlements (Papanastasis, 2009) represents a threat to the future biomass production 

and stability of these ecosystems. The overgrazed area might be more vulnerable and 

more sensitive to climate change, which requires further attention in future ecosystem 

protection projects. 

The human activities on the QTP not only include livestock grazing but also township 

development, and ecosystem restoration programs, which all together exert spatially 

complex influences on ecosystems. These human activities have happened at different 

regions and scales, therefore, showed strong spatial variation. Overall, chapter 3 

shows both positive and negative human influences on grassland biomass at two 

spatial scales, demonstrating the complexity of the relationship between human-

influence intensity and grassland biomass. This study on quantifying spatial variation 

of human influence on grassland ecosystems is important for better understanding 

ecosystem dynamics and drivers of ecosystem changes. 

RQ3: How did the grassland cover and spatial heterogeneity change between 
2000 and 2016? Which degradation levels can be extracted from changes in 
grassland cover and spatial heterogeneity? 

Grassland ecosystems on the QTP have been changed because of increasing human 

activities and environmental changes. Degraded grasslands on the QTP have shown 

decreasing vegetation cover and increasing vegetation fragmentation, we monitor the 

changes in vegetation cover and in its spatial heterogeneity from 2000 – 2016 in 

chapter 4, and further test whether these changes could be used to identify grassland 

degradation levels.  

We find that the vegetation cover represented by NDVI has increased in most parts 

(60%) of the study area on the eastern QTP, which is in line with increased vegetation 

activities reported by earlier studies (Fan et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2011). However, the 

areas with increasing vegetation cover also show increasing spatial heterogeneity, 

possibly indicating growing soil patches and unpalatable species. The changing trends 

of vegetation cover and spatial heterogeneity are associated with the vegetation 

degradation stages. In degraded areas that were identified in 2004, the vegetation 

cover shows decreasing trends in 2000–2016, which is contrasted with the increasing 

trends in desertified areas. Spatial heterogeneity has generally increased in 2000-2016; 
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however, this increase was weakest in the severely degraded areas and slightly 

deserted areas in 2004 identified from the literature (Liu et al., 2008) .  

The results confirm the hypothesis that the temporal changes in grassland cover and in 

spatial heterogeneity are associated with literature-identified degradation categories in 

2004. In general, the decreases in NDVI and increases in spatial heterogeneity 

indicate degradation. The increases in both NDVI and spatial heterogeneity at highly 

vegetated area indicate degradation because of increasing unpalatable species (Wang 

et al., 2015) that might strengthen the NDVI signals but serve as a sign of 

degradation. However, in the area where NDVI is less than 0.2, the increase in both 

NDVI and spatial heterogeneity indicate re-growing. Based on different changing 

trends in grassland cover and in spatial heterogeneity, we further define new grassland 

development stages and degradation categories in 2016 on the eastern QTP. The new 

degradation categories show that the degradation category dominates the study area, 

accounting for 63 % of the whole area; improving and recovering make up 24% and 

11 % of the study region respectively.  

The criteria for identifying grassland degradation are not clear and defining globally 

accepted criteria are challenging (White et al., 2000). Most studies assigned the 

grasslands of the QTP with low vegetation cover as degraded grasslands (Chen and 

Rao, 2008; Feng et al., 2005; Li et al., 2014). However, we argue that vegetation 

cover at one single time is not a representative indicator of grassland degradation 

level on the QTP. This is because lower plant cover is a characteristic of grassland 

ecosystems on the QTP due to the harsh environments. In chapter 4, we conclude that 

the changes in vegetation cover and in spatial heterogeneity serve as indicators of 

grassland degradation and development stages.  
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5.2 Main contributions  
Remote sensing offers an effective way to address challenges of alpine grassland 

ecosystems studies in mapping plant traits, quantifying the human influence on 

grassland biomass and monitoring ecosystem changes. There are three main 

contributions of this thesis. 

We firstly provide possibilities of measuring plant traits using the available high-

resolution satellite data and linking the remotely-sensed plant traits with field 

measured traits. We find that the plant traits estimated from the satellite data at the 

canopy scale are comparable to the plant traits measured at the community level. In 

chapter 2, we estimate plant traits of alpine grasslands using statistical models and 

satellite data, showing possibilities of estimating herbaceous plant traits at the large 

scale. The spatial variation of remotely sensed plant traits on the QTP shows the 

prominent gradient in climate, soil properties, and human influence, which facilitates 

further understanding on how plants traits correlate to environmental variables and 

human activities.  

Secondly, we provide a methodological framework for quantifying the spatial 

variation of human influence on biomass at two spatial scales. The framework of 

mapping human influence on pasture grassland ecosystems is applicable to other 

pastoralism ecosystems, especially these with reduced pastoralism mobility. We show 

that overgrazing has occurred near settlements but overall we reveal that the complex 

grazing effects on the QTP depends on the spatial scales. Furthermore, we suggest the 

critical areas where human activities have negative influences on biomass that would 

guide policy-makers to protect the regions that are potentially vulnerable.  

Thirdly, we propose the indicators for defining grassland development and 

degradation levels. We find that the combined changes in vegetation cover and in 

spatial heterogeneity can indicate different grassland degradation levels and 

development stages on the QTP. The vegetation greening trend observed from the 

satellite data is not consistent with the widely recognized ecosystem degradation in 

the field (Li et al., 2018a, 2014). Either only vegetation cover in a single time or 

temporal changes in vegetation cover have been used to indicate ecosystem 

degradation levels in previous studies (Fassnacht et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014). The 

combined changes in vegetation cover and in spatial heterogeneity proposed in this 

study provides a more comprehensive picture of ecosystem degradation levels and 
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improving conditions in 2016. The output of ecosystem development and degradation 

categories on the QTP is critical to understand how ecosystems respond to 

environmental change and human influence. The proposed indicators for monitoring 

grassland development and degradation categories can be tested in other arid 

ecosystems where bare-soil patches have been widely developed (Aguiar and Sala, 

1999; Bestelmeyer et al., 2013; Kéfi et al., 2007). 

5.3 Open issues and future directions 
Besides the findings of this thesis and its main contributions, there remain open issues 

to discuss and the next research directions to focus on. 

5.3.1 Open issues 

Remote sensing of plant trait can be measured at both the individual scale and further 

upscale to the canopy scale (Violle et al., 2007). However, the detailed understanding 

of the link between community plant traits and spectral information is not clear. 

Furthermore, reflectance patterns at the canopy scale represent the integrated effects 

of biochemical and structural constituents and often influenced by multiple species 

and functional groups (Ollinger, 2011). Various combinations of individual plant 

properties can yield similar whole-canopy spectra (Ollinger, 2011). Thus canopy 

structure affects the interpretation of canopy reflectance and traits estimation accuracy 

(Knyazikhin et al., 2013). The study on how spectral information at leaf and canopy 

levels correlate to plant traits measured at leaf and community level is important to 

accurately retrieve plant traits from the satellite data. Particularly, future research is 

needed on testing the hypothesis that leaf-level traits measurement (i.e. CWMs of 

SLA and LDMC) is comparable to field-measured and remotely sensed plant traits 

(SPA and PDMC). Strengthening the hypothesis would be beneficial for successful 

integration of RS observations and ecological applications (Messier et al., 2010). 

Physical canopy reflectance models such as PROSAIL could further be used to 

improve understanding on the link between community plant traits with spectral 

information (Feilhauer et al., 2017; Jacquemoud et al., 2009).  

Second, we hypothesize that distance to settlements serves as a proxy of human 

influence intensity and changes in biomass along the distance was correlated to 

human influence intensity. However, the changes in other environmental variables 

such as topography and soil properties might also affect biomass. For example, 
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topography might affect the accessibility of the pasture and footprint of human 

activities. Therefore, when analyzing human influential distance, topography could be 

added as a weight in the model.  

Furthermore, when mapping grassland degradation categories, we study the spatial 

heterogeneity at 500 m scale within an area of 1500 m * 1500 m, which allows the 

monitoring of spatial heterogeneity related to the large-scale soil patches (> 500 m). 

However, bare-soil patches occur on the QTP at different scales, varying from less 

than 0.1 m to larger than 500 m and these patches are driven by different variables 

like small-mammal activities and topography. Satellite data with higher resolution 

such as Landsat (30 m) and Sentinel-2 (10-20 m) could be used to map and monitor 

spatial heterogeneity related to the bare-soil patches that are less than 30 m. 

5.3.2 Monitoring changes in plant traits  

Vegetation spectra from remote platforms provide ways of estimating plant traits over 

large areas at regular intervals (Homolová et al., 2013; Kokaly et al., 2009; Ollinger, 

2011). Monitoring temporal changes in plant traits is essential for predicting 

ecosystem functioning in response to the warming and wetting trend on the QTP 

(Kang et al., 2010; Yao et al., 2012; You et al., 2013) and also for predicting 

ecosystem functioning. In this study, we find that Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 data 

provides reasonable accuracies for estimating plant traits at the canopy level. The 

continuous operation of these satellite observations offers the possibility to measure 

the plant traits (optical traits) at the canopy scale in the long-term. Combining this 

with increasing in-situ plant traits data availability on the QTP even at the global scale 

(Kattge et al., 2011) paves the way for possible large-scale and long-term plant traits 

estimation.  

5.3.3 Monitoring changes in human influence on the QTP ecosystems 

In recent years, human activities on the QTP have been growing, including increasing 

changes in land use, growing population and infrastructure development, which 

impacts on the loss of ecosystem functioning and ecosystem services (Li et al., 2017).  

Future studies on assessing changes in the human influence on ecosystems could 

include information on human activities such as land use maps, road and settlement 

density, and population density. Assessing changes in the human influence on 

ecosystems is valuable for monitoring ecosystem services and to provide guidance on 

implementing ecosystem protection projects. The framework of mapping human 
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influence proposed in this thesis could be used for this aim, which could further to 

help disentangling the combined effects of human activities and climate change on the 

ecosystem.  

5.3.4 Attributing drivers for ecosystem developments and degradation on the 

QTP 

Monitoring changes in plant traits and human influence would help to better 

understand changes in ecosystem degradation on the QTP. The studies on attributing 

variables that are causing vegetation fragmentation are important to understand 

potential reasons for ecosystem degradation. The reasons for ecosystem change and 

degradation on the QTP are complex (X. Li et al., 2018b; Harris, 2010; Miehe et al., 

2019). Climate change and human activities have been widely discussed (Harris, 2010; 

Lehnert et al., 2016; Li et al., 2013; Miehe et al., 2019) as drivers of ecosystem 

changes and grassland degradation. Remote sensing data have been widely used to 

explore the potential drivers such as climatic factors (Wang, 2016; Wang et al., 2016) 

including changes in precipitation, temperature, and atmospheric CO2 concentration 

(Piao et al., 2012), ecological restoration projects (Sheng et al., 2019; Feng et al., 

2017). However, studies on potential drivers that cause grassland fragmentation are 

limited. Variables that explain vegetation degradation and fragmentation may be 

varied at different scales, degradation stages and regions. For example, warming may 

cause desiccation, which can possibly increase soil erosion along with small-mammal 

activities at relatively low altitude. However, warming may explain the greening and 

improving trend of vegetation at higher altitude where vegetation growth is 

constrained by the low temperature (Ding et al., 2013; Piao et al., 2015; Wang, 2016). 

This study shows that remote sensing can provide ways to monitor the critical areas of 

grassland degradation and vegetation fragmentation at various scales, ranging from 

large to local scale. Future remote sensing studies are recommended to explore 

potential drivers such as climate change variables, small-mammal activities, 

topographical variables, and distance to human settlements and roads to explain 

grassland fragmentation and degradation 
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